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u11tability
A question

of degrees
By Susan

T

his country's higher education system has long been recognized as holding the key that unlocks the door to the
American dream. Each year approximately 14 million
Americans choose to invest their time, energy, and money in higher
education, making this country the world leader in the proportion of
its population that has attended colleges and universities.
"Now, more than ever, higher education is the most efficient
means our society has to create opportunity for its citizens," E. Gordon
Gee, The Ohio State University president, said at a recent Congressional
hearing. "As a result, a college degree has assumed the same importance
Marquardt Blystone
that was attached to the high school diploma a generation ago.
"A 1993 poll by the Public Agenda Foundation found that 80 percent of
all Americans believe that young people starting out in life today h<J,ve little
chance for success without a college education," Gee testified.
The high esteem placed on American colleges and universities is global, as they
have become envied around the world as the leading source of new knowledge.
Scholars living in the United States have captured more than half of all the Nobel Prizes
awarded in the past 50 years. Admiration by other countries is apparent with the flood of foreign
students on campuses nationwide and the attempt by institutions abroad to adopt America's system.
And yet the level of discontent and intensity of questioning that surrounds the quality and value of
what higher e€1ucation offers has increased across this country during the past two decatles. Frorrl. family
living rooms to Congressional hallways, the issues of how much should be paid for an education and
what a degree program should prepare a person to achieve have been debated.
The level of criticism has escalated to the point it has left those in the system struggling with an irony
not easily embraced. As former Harvard president Derek Bok said shortly after retiring from the position,
"It occurred to me to be so admired in other parts of the world while being so roundly criticized at home
was a singular achievement for our institutions of higher education."
The criticism has been neatly wrapped in a single issue- the call for accountability. It's a cry that has
echoed from the mouths of parents, politicians, employers, and journalists with such regularity in recent
years that facts pointing to success in higher education are often overlooked. For at the same time educators hear the lament of declines in higher education and demands to improve, students continue to enroll,
employers continue to support academic programs, and donors continue to provide financial support.
"What are we to make of the paradox of public esteem in relation to the need for academic accountability? It is probable that both admirers and critics are right," wrote the authors of "Accountability of
Colleges and Universities: An Essay." The study, authored in October 1995 by Patricia Graham, Richard
Lyman, and Martin Trow, explores what has become the all-consuming issue in academe.
Graham is president of the Spencer Foundation and Charles Warren Professor of the History of
American Education at Harvard University. Lyman, J. E. Wallace Sterling Professor Emeritus of Humanities
and president emeritus at Stanford University, is a past president of the Rockefeller Foundation. Trow is a
professor of public policy at the University of California at Berkeley. The trio discussed with more than
three dozen national experts the issue of accountability in higher education. They slated four national
meetings and reviewed an extensive number of speeches, articles, and reports generated on the topic that
they note surfaced at the same time public discontent in general escalated.
Through their investigation they trace the paradox to the public's "growing ambivalence toward the
professions, a phenomenon of the last third of this century." During that same time period the country
experienced waves of efficiency and quality reforms that resulted in corporate downsizing, TQM (total
quality management) trends, and the Clinton administration's widely adve1tised "Reinventing Government"
program.
The fact higher education remained aloof from such trends leads Bok to conclude the call for accountability was inevitable. At the same time reform was mandated elsewhere, the headlines noted tuition costs
rising each year, teaching loads decreasing, and time required for degree completion extended.
The public's perception that educators claimed a special status that kept them sheltered from criticism
inevitably rose. As the report notes, 61 percent of respondents to an opinion survey conducted by Louis
Harris and Associates in 1966 expressed a great deal of confidence in higher education. That figure
dropped to 36 percent in 1981 and 27 percent in 1995.
"The clamor for accountability has little to do with the strengths or flaws of our system of higher education. It has everything to do with the public's general dissatisfaction with institutions and the broad
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demand that these institutions be more responsive to the public's needs,"
Graham, Lyman, and Trow write.
"Over and over it has been documented that Americans feel they have
less control over these institutions than they once had and that they are impotent to remedy the wrongs they encounter at the hands of big, seemingly
impenetrable bureaucracies and political structures. Higher education has no
immunity from the accountability that the public is demanding of all of it'>
institutions."
The problem that arises in meeting this demand, however, is rooted in the
fact accountability measures perhaps easily identified in other arenas are
quickly mired in debates of definition when applied to higher education.
Questions that immediately surface include how to demonstrate accountability
on issues such as academic excellence, fair price. or quality teaching when
each is an abstract concept defined uniquely by different audiences. They are
in fact held to va1ying degrees of impo1tance by the 3,700 colleges and universities in this country, each of which has its own vision of academic excellence and its own unique method for pursuing it.
This complicating fact is addressed in the study, which notes "it is difficult
to measure the value added to student learning from such factors as quality
teaching. Those who have taught undergraduates for years point out that
college graduates often realize only many years later what they learned in
college.
"We all cherish the belief that higher education encourages lifetime learning. If so, how is that to be measured? At what point in their lives are consumers of higher education best able to judge the benefits they have derived
from this 'product?'"
The authors go on to note that "even if well informed, most consumers of
higher education, especially its central teaching and learning activities, are not
in a position to assume the major burden of accountability.
"For one thing, many conditio ns that are extraneous to the core academic
functions of a college play significant roles in customer choices. Geographic
locatio n, price (the total cost to the student and family), quality of athletic programs, social prestige, and the physical attractiveness of the campus all influence a student's choice of college. Fu1thermore, it is not condescending to
point out that making discriminating judgments concerning the quality and
relevance of academic programs is beyond the capacity of most consumers."
But the study's autho rs also state that such arguments can be overdone,
noting "higher education's response to public criticism is clearly inadequate.
We tinker with the curriculum, but do not ask basic questions about its adequacy in times of rapid change. We resist moves to t,y to assess higher education. Too often. higher education seems to be saying,
Trust us. \Ve know \\ktt \\'e·re doing. \Xle·re doing it
right. and if you don't think so that's simply because
you don't understand. '"
Perhaps one reason for this attitude rests in the
fact higher education as a whole relies heavily on a
system of revie\Y that it equates with accountabilityaccreditation. The CS. Depa11ment of Education lists
more than 80 accrediting bodies, most specialized in
one field or discipline. Acid to that the system of
regional accrediting associatio ns. government oversight at state and federal levels, financial audits. as
well as individual governing boards, and it's no wonder the authors conclude "the present accountability
matrix is so complex and redundant that it appears
about to collapse under its own weight."
And yet the public is still dissatisfied with the
evidence it receives from such watchdog agencies.
The study's authors assess the system by stating, "At
its worst the current accreditation of colleges and
universities is an odd combination of arrogant intervention and irrelevant ritualism. Even at its best, current accreditation encourages self-justification rather
than self-critical candor by the institution under
review."
They come to the consensus that "this enormous
and unwieldy apparatus produces unsatisfactrny
results as well as demands for still more accountability. An additive solution would produce even worse
results. We need a simpler solution that would
strengthen learning and improve public assurances."
Consequently, Graham, Lyman, and Trow conclude that "most colleges
and universities need to pay greater attention to teaching and learning, areas
that are the proper focus of internal accountability; that improved accountability begins at home, so we propose more serious and candid reviews focused
on the quality of education in each academic unit; and that institution-w ide
accreditation should adopt a process of audiL<; of the internal quality control
effo,ts within the institution."
The study suppo,ts modifying the roles of governing boards, reducing
regulato1y burdens, and strengthening teaching, all ·with the goal of

"improving teaching and learning, the central and unifying mission of all
higher education."
One reform the authors see as critical if such change is to occur rests in
the need to "strengthen internal accountability while shifting the focus of institutional accreditation toward external audits." They urge institution-wide
accrediting bodies to change from their present advisory role to one of an
auditor, reviewing an institution's quality control policies, procedures, and
efforts aimed at internal improvement.
In addition to candor, honesty, and confidentiality, they cite the need for
campuses to develop a "culture of self-scrutiny and self-criticism" as the foundation for building better systems of accountability internally.
It is a change that Graham, Lyman, and Trow see as permanently vital
within higher educatio n, even if public scrntiny were to diminish in the
months ahead. "Academic accountability is needed whether we are hearing
cheers o r jeers. Higher education cannot afford to take accountability for its
most vital functions seriously only when it is feeling threatened,., they warn.
They also see the reforms they recommend as well w ithin reach. For as
they surmise, "If the United States has the best higher education on the face
of the ea1th, the academic community ought to be capable of devising
improved methods of accountability that protect institutional autonomy and
academic freedom and that gain the count:1.y's confidence."

Illinoisans spell accountabilty PQP
Across the country the issues of price, value, and relevancy of higher
education degrees have fallen under the umbrella of accountability. In Illinois
the same topics of concern are bundled in an initiative begun in 1991 by
the Illinois Board of Higher Education (II3HE) as PQP-priorities, quality, and
productivity.
PQP has come to be known as the ongoing statewide effo1t to pare costs
by cutting programs, increasing efficiency, and reallocating resources at each
of the public universities.
"The feeling is o ne of downsizing-reduce or eliminate less critical
programs at institutions, but keep the resources and shift them to stronger
programs. What's interesting in all that is the words deal with quality and
priorities, but the language used by the board is all the language of accountability," obse1ves Edward Hines, a professor of educational administration and
foundations ar Illinois State University.
A faithful student of the IBI IE, he is one of
few scholars LO have tracked the PQP unclenaking
from its start. I Tis analysis of the initiative has
been documented in a study titled "Priorities,
Quality. and Productivity" in Illinois Higher
Education. w hich was published in April l 996
through the Cniversity·s Center for Higher Education
and Educational Finance.
As his repo,t indicates. the same trends sweeping
the count1y were apparent in Illinois. Ir was not until
the early 1970s, however, when enrollments began to
drop and criticism began to escalate that the accountability issue surfaced. The call for reform became
more intense as undergraduate education in pa1ticular was scrutinized. Complaint<; from the lllinois
Chamber of Conm1erce, the legislature, parents, and
students all focused on the length of time required to
earn a degree, the cost, faculty teaching loads, and
reports that graduates were not finding jobs.
"The reaction we saw was that higher education
is having trouble because it must not be accountable.
But accountability means different things to diffe rent
people," Hines said. "Higher education's response to
criticism dealing with accountability has traditionally
been to say, 'We grad uate a high percentage who
enroll. Our job is to grad uate students, not find them
wonderful jobs and make them happy.· The legislature and public haven't agreed with that. They've
said our job is more than that, to design programs
relevant to the state's economy and help graduates
get jobs."
A call for change intensified as respected media
such as the Chicago Tribune and Crain's Chicago Business ran negative a1t icles proclaiming higher education was not doing its job. At the same time
institutions in the state engaged in a turf war over such issues as the building
of a multiuniversity campus in suburban Chicago and extending programs to
underse1ved areas.
Susan Kern, assistant to the president and director of community and governmental relations at Illinois State, works as a university liaison with both
groups and remembers the time well. She refers to it as the turning point
when e>,,'ternal forces were demanding significant changes in higher education
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and educators were consequently forced to rethink the context in which they
worked and made decisions.
In her report "A Perspective on Public Policy for Higher Education in the
1990s," Kern predicted that throughout the decade educators would be
"expected to do a better job of responding to the concerns of taxpayers who
want to know what they are getting for their higher education tax dollar; do a
better job of addressing the concerns of business leaders from across our state
and nation who are concerned about the type of employees we are graduating; arid, of course, be able to respond to our elected officials at the state and
federal level who have begun to question whether we are really producing
the types of citizens and taxpayers for which they
are paying."
She said that the three Rs of education had
changed to "reductions, reallocations, and retrenchment," an assessment reinforced when Gov. James
Thompson issued what many educators considered a
rebuke in 1989.
Speaking before the IBHE, Thompson said, "I do
not think you can fight for more resources for education and attempt to struggle with the issue of productivity and accountability for higher
education ... and constantly seek to impress on the
general public and the General Assembly the message that higher education is impo1tant."
He accurately predicted that "one of the important issues for higher education in the nineties will
be the issue of accountability and productivity. The
time has come, and I think this board and its staff
should be a leader in forcing to public debate and
resolution the issue of accountability and productivity for higher education in the nineties."
Thompson's call for action stung campuses.
Reaction was mild, however, compared to apprehensions and disdain that emerged as Gov. Jim Edgar
quickly acted on his predecessor's challenge.
Edward Hines
Soon after succeeding Thompson, Edgar appointed new members to the IBHE and named Arthur Quern chairperson. Quern
wasted no time in launching what has since become known as PQP.
"He wrote a definitive letter to the presidents, saying we're going to shape
up," Hines said. The letter was sent in October 1991 and stated: "As we confront the clear reality that neither the taxpayer nor the tuition payer can continue to accept escalating increases in the costs of higher education, we w ill
come face to face with the need to make choices.
"We must choose to support quality and eliminate less effective programs.
We must choose to demonstrate that eve1y current dollar spent achieves the
maximum impact by improving education before we ask for additional dollars
to expand our services," Quern wrote. "Confidence in all of us as leaders and
advocates will be based on our setting priorities and acting on them, not on
hearing the hollow advocacy of reflex cries for more money."
Quern made it clear the initiative would begin by early 1992, and Hines
notes it "quickly gained momentum and a life of its own." It became a heated
and controversial issue with the same speed, as the board quickly made what
Hines calls "a near fatal mistake.
"They had asked public higher education to examine their academic programs for enrollment trends and quality characteristics, but then came up on
their own with what became known as a hit list in 1992," Hines said, referring
to the board's own compilation of 192 academic programs it recommended
be eliminated, consolidated, or curtailed.
An outcry from campus administrators across the state, including then
Illinois State President Thomas Wallace, intensified as Quern indicated he
would seek from the legislature the authority necessary to eliminate academic
programs. On Illinois State's campus and others support was rallied to save
targeted programs. A move to block Quern's attempt to further empower the
IBHE was successful, but the debate continued about the need for each public institution to offer programs that the IBHE deemed too similar.
"The view of PQP deals with efficiency in program delivery. That is one
valid approach to accountability, and it's pretty common in state legislatures.
They want to see the bottom line, which is tuition not going up and budget
requests not out of line with reality," Hines said. He describes this view as
legitimate but narrow in that it lacks any heavy emphasis on quality.
The approach did, however, result in changes that Hines argues even PQP
critics can't completely disagree were needed. "Part of the reason PQP came
into being in the first place was because higher education's approach to
accountability was much more symbolic and for show purposes than real and
leading to definite improvements," Hines said. PQP showed that "higher education, despite some problems, is willing to bite the bullet and make hard
decisions and close programs."
As a result of PQP more than 245 academic programs have been eliminated , consolidated, or reduced in size, saving approximately $120 million that
has been reallocated by campuses for higher priority needs. Hines is con-
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vinced that fact has played favorably in Springfield, as the IBHE budget recommendations have been approved without cutc:; the past three years.
"The board can keep saying you criticized us, but. .. you got your full
budget," he said. "That's not totally due to PQP, but it's one big influencing
variable."
He can pinpoint other benefit'> to the process as well, including a refonn
of undergraduate education that has received serious consideration at Illinois
State as well as on other campuses.
"Public universities have led the charge in terms of reforming undergraduate education," Hines said. "Illinois State has labored long and hard
to bring reform in an area where there had been
real problems."
Another example of positive change Hines
notes is Illinois State's move to create the University
College to foster student success and retention by
providing comprehensive academic support services.
And, perhaps most important, Hines has observed
public universities place a renewed emphasis on
teaching.
"When all this started we had a lot of rhetoric
of how we need good teachers and want faculty
, to teach well, but there were few resources. Thar's
not true any longer. Teaching has been given
greater impo1tance and there are serious efforts to
reward effective teachers," Hines said. The changes
have been apparent throughout the system, including at Illinois State, which recently established the
Center for the Advancement of Teaching. Its mission
is to support excellence in teaching at all levels of
the University and potentially at area community colleges as well as within the corporate environment.
Although Hines can readily pinpoint flaws in the
board's PQP process-which he notes docs not hold
private institutions to the same level of program
review despite the fact they receive nearly 8 percent of
the state's total higher education budget- he is convinced it has been a healthy exercise with positive results outweighing the
negatives. He makes the assessment based in pa1t on "the lack of negative
comments by students, parents, and state legislators. That kind of negative
criticism is much less now than five years ago."
What direction PQP will take in the future is a question Hines is watching
closely, pa1ticulary in light of Quern's untimely death last fall. Hines is certain
the initiative must move forward beyond program elimination to focus more
on the quality portion of the equation. He predicts issues including articulation of community college credits and the balance of graduate programs
across the state will move under the board's microscope.
He is also confident that regardless of the next step the state's institutions
will continue to move forward on the path to greater accountability. For as he
knows from years of both observation and study, "It's certainly not business
as usual" in Illinois's higher education system.
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on memories
of haunts, hangouts linger
~

ough every Illinois State University graduate chose the institution for the

obvious pwpose ofpursuing additional education, each left with much more than
just a degree. }'or mixed in with the obligatory course curricula was the opportunity
to develop friendships, polish social skill,;;, or test potential career interests. And
regardless of the era, students in eve1y decade have always found their own haven
for fun-a place removed from the growing responsibilities that every student knew
would inevitably increase exponentially upon graduation.
For some it was the Hi-De-Ho. Others chose the Alamo. As is apparent from the
memories shared by the following individuals~ everyone had a special spot that will
forever be equated with his or her y ears as an Illinois State student.

Elighie Wilson III, M.S. '82
Assistant Professor of Communication, Millikin University
One of the most popular haunts of the early 1980s was the White Horse Inn on Main Street across
from McDonald's. Like another popular spot of the time-Garcia's on Watterson Place- the White Horse
had multiple levels, large uncovered windows, plenty of green plants, quiet corners, a big lunch crowd,
and an even bigger evening scene. Unlike Garcia's, the White Horse had a varied menu, two separate fullservice bars, and eventually a DJ and a tiny dance floor.
Elighie Wilson taught in the Conrn1unication De partment and served as director of individual events
with the Forensics Union from 1982 until 1996. He was a White Horse regular along with many other faculty and graduate students from the department.
"I remember it as a great place for the grad students and the faculty to meet and talk. We had a regular departmental [gathering] every week at White Horse for awhile. You could pretty much count on finding the graduate students and the Comm faculty taking up almost the entire mezzanine level any Friday
afternoon beginning around 3:30," recalls Wilson. He also used the White Horse as a study haunt during
the quiet times on weekday afternoons. "I'd go for lunch and then stay to study. I went to the upper level
then. They had great food and fun. You always got a sense of family there.
"It was the best place. I still miss it," Wilson says. "You know the one thing I miss most? ~o one
makes nachos like the White Horse." He sighs. "And no one has 'cup night<,' either."
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Roger Cushman '62
Retired Directo1; Illinois State University News Service
"My favorite daytime hangout when I was a student at Illinois State
Normal University in the early 1950s was Coen Drng Store at the corner of
North Street and Broadway," recalls Roger Cushman.
"Coen's had an old-time soda fountain where you could sip a chocolate
soda or a cherry phosphate. A jukebox spun recordings by such popular
entertainers as Nat "King" Cole, Patti Page, and the Four Aces. It also contained a few light classics such as Debussy's "Clair de lune," which the store
owner, Constance Wing, played to soothe her ears after hearing some of the
more raucous selections."
Cushman recalls that for him Coen's was a quiet place to savor a cup of
coffee, nod a greeting to English professor Howard Fielding and his cronies
during an interlude after classes, and chat with the young woman working
behind the counter-an ISNU first-year student named Elaine Hakey '58. "I
enjoyed talking to Elaine so much that I began lingering for an hour or more
each day. I found a strategic seat near the sink so we could talk while she
washed dishes during the lulls between orders. I became one of the store's
best coffee customers that year. Two years later Elaine and I were married.
Last August we celebrated our 42nd anniversary."
As Cushman notes, all those dimes spent on coffee turned out to be a
great investment!

Doug Collins '73
Head Coach, Detroit Pistons
Few who had the opportunity to watch three-time all-American Doug Collins would be surprised to
hear his favorite campus haunt was Horton Field House. Horton, home to Redbird basketball from 1963
through 1988, served as a game, practice, and intramural coult for students. Collins, who lived just across
the street in Wilkins Hall, found Horton a convenient and worthwhile place to spend his time. All the
extra hours spent there perfecting his jump shot perhaps contributed to his stellar basketball career as a
player with the Redbirds, on the 1972 C.S. Olympic team, and in the National Basketball Association
(>!BA) as both a player and coach.
Two Hotton field I louse memories that stand out with Collins are the final games of his junior and
senior years. His junior year the season ended with an 88-84 victory over Southe rn Illinois University.
Collins, who hails from Benton in Southern Illinois, enjoyed the rivalry. The last home game of his career
was memorable because his N'o. 20 uniform was retired in a special ceremony at center court. Illinois
State defeated Western Illinois Cniversity, and Collins scored 39 points. A few weeks later the
Philadelphia 76ers made him the top pick in the >!BA draft.
Perhaps Collins's selection of Ho1ton Field House as his favorite campus hangout also relates to his
wife, Kathy (Steiger) Collins '73, who was a member of the Co1y phees dance line during his playing clays
and also spent a great deal of time there.
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Julia Visor '71, M .A. '75, D.A., '87
Acting Director, Illinois State University
Centerfor Learning Assistance
"The Cage and Red Door were where you
could find me when I wasn't in class," says Julia
Visor. A student in the late 1960s and early 1970s,
she recalls her peers at the time found their way
to both spots in the Student Union, ideally located on the Quad next to Hovey Hall and the old
Milner Libra1y (now Williams Hall). She also
remembers social venues that included parties in
residence hall basements and especially in the
area on the top floor of Fairchild Hall that used
to be a solarium.
"The Red Door was where I went when I
wanted to be with my intellectual friends, to
drink coffee, solve the problems of the world,
and discuss how the University should be run,"
she says. "I went to the Cage to play with friends.
There was an area close to the grill that had a set
of tables where many of the black students congregated. We talked about our social concerns
and played cards.
"During my sophomore year I remember
having a class from 9 to 10 in the morning and
another at 11 a.m. I'd go to the Cage to kill the
hour and would get involved in conversation and
playing bid whist and not leave until about 2
p.m.," she recalls. "After two weeks of that I said
to myself, 'This is dangerous. I can't do this anymore!' But, of course, I would go to the Cage
after all my classes were over each day. "

Fred Kaufman '69
President and CEO, Omni Restaurants, Inc.
While at Illinois State Fred Kaufman lived in the 300 block of Willow Street in a house no longer
standing. Although his residence was off campus, he remembers several places where students went for
food, Cokes, and fellowship.
The Cage in the basement of the then Union was one such popular gathering place. But for Kaufman,
the best memories of the Union center around the dance between semesters. It was there he met his wife,
Donna (Veeder) '70. "She was a pickup," he says with a laugh as he recalled their first encounter that led
to 26 years of man-iage and two daughters.
Kaufman remembers other favorite spots that were close to Donna's room in Atkin-Colby, including
the South Campus park, the A&W Root Beer stand, and Ragusa's Restaurant. In addition, Mr. Quick's
hamburger stand was across the street from the residence hall.
"We'd walk over there on Sunday nights," Kaufman says, which somehow seems appropriate
now that the Kaufmans own several Burger King franchises in three states. Or, as he puts it, "We just
sell hamburgers."
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Gary Griglione '78
Gastroenterologist, Carle Clinic Association
Dr. Gary Griglione, who met his wife, Penelope (Hoyne) '78, while an undergraduate, recalls helping
his elating budget by attending "the cheap movies" at Capen Cinema. And Avanti's, of course, was "the
place to eat. "
Griglione also remembers good times at the Cellar in downtown l\'cmnal. "Invariably at the Cellar
somebody ended up dancing on a table-somebody from my group, unfo1tunately," he recalls.
Another hot spot in the late 1970s was Josie's, then located where Rocky's II is these days in downtown Normal. "It was the disco era, and if you wanted to dance you went to Josie's," Griglione recalls.
"It was one of the few places in town with a dance floor, so1t of like the Red Lion in Bloomington, but
you didn't have to drive to get there."

Chuck Witte '71
McLean County Circuit Judge
"Much of my time on campus was spent in the student government office
in the Old Union Building," recalls Chuck Witte, who attended Illinois State
during two distinctly different eras. A student from 1963 to 1966, he served in
Vietnam and returned to finish his undergraduate degree from 1969 to 1971.
I le was student body president during the turbulent 1970-71 academic year.
"Off campus I remember spending time at the old Polar Lounge in
I3loomington and also the Steak 'n Shake on Main Street in \'ormal." Witte
says. "Another place that was popular was Hubbard's Cubord in Bloomington
at Empire and Clinton.'' Today that is yet another Steak 'n Shake restaurant.
"l\'ot only was my second phase at Illinois State different because of
the politics of the day but because by that time I was married to Donna
[Sk1inskus '68, M.S. '71], and for much of that time she was a dorm director
in Haynie Hall," he says. "As a result, much of our social life involved
getting together with other directors in their dorm apartment'>. I recall doing
that quite frequently. "

Randy Salerno '85

Annette States '96

Repo11er/Anchor, WGN-Cbicago

Assistant Director, Illinois State University Alumni Services

It's not surprising that Randy Salerno, a regular face in one of the nation's
top media markets, claims TV-10 as one of his favorite spots while he was a
student at Illinois State. "When I went to school, you got three hours of credit
for working two afternoons a week. I was there almost everyday because I
was so interested in the news and because something was always happening
there," he says. "There were several of us who spent way too much time at
TV-10, and our other grades sometimes showed it; but I guess it paid off in
the long nm."
Salerno also remembers his college days as the time he discovered golf
and, consequently, spent hours on University Golf Course. He also fondly
recalls his escapes to Joe's Bar and Grill.
"I don't think it even exists now, but it was a bar below a store on Main
Street. It was the bar you went to if you worked at TV-10 or Tbe Vidette, and
we'd get into arguments about which was better and who would get the best
job when they got out of college. They had live bands down there sometimes, and a bunch of us would stand up with the band and start singing."

Annette States's memories of how she spent hours outside the classroom
are still fresh. Although many of her peers from the 1990s wou ld perhaps
pick Pub II, Rocky's, or coffeehouses in downtown Normal as favorite places
to escape from texts and tests, she found her fun at Hot Country Night'i.
A Bloomington bar that attracts both Illinois State and Illinois Wesleyan
University students, Hot Country Nights was discovered by States somewhat
by chance. "A group of my friends took me there for my 21st birthday. I tried
karaoke and have been doing it ever since," she says, admitting she still
counts the spot as a favorite place to occasionally unwind after work.
Active as a member and past president of the Student Alumni Council
while a student, States also recalls spending many hours in meetings at the
Bone Student Center Circus Room. And, confirming that despite all the
change brought by different generations some things do indeed remain the
same, she fondly remembers joining friends after the work was done for
dessert and good conversation at Normal's ever-popular Steak 'n Shake.
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A playing field for big business
By Roger Cushman
tudents who founded athletic teams on their campuses during the latter half of the 19th century would
be astonished to sec the impact of spons at America's colleges and universities today. Beginning modestly as a recreational diversion from academic vvork, athletics has emerged as an impo1tant social and
economic force in higher education. It is a rallying point for many people, a source of controversy for
many others, and a subject of research interest for Illinois State University sociologist Wib Leonard.
Professor Leonard is tl1e author of a book, A Sociological Perspective ofSport, originally published in
1980 and now in its fou1th edition . The book has been adopted by more than 200 institutions, and a fifth
edition w ill be published in 1997.
Leonard said the change in college-supported athletics is most dramatic at the high-profile institutions
where big-time football and basketball teams play nationally televised games reaching millions of viewers.
"If we did a complete historical sweep from the 1850s when they were basically club-run intercollegiate programs," Leonard said, we would arrive at "places like the Cniversity of Michigan that has a spons
budget alone exceeding $30 million.
"Thirty million dollars," he repeated, emphasizing that Michigan's budget for athletics is more than
one-fourth as mud1 as Illinois State University receives in state appropriations. The state appropriated
£11.6 million for university operations this year.
By contrast, Illinois State's Athletics Department has an S6.3 million budget supported by student fees,
public donations to the Redbird Education and Scholarship fu nds. and revenue from events and concessions. During tl1e past five years the Cniversit:y phased out from the operating budget S1.1 million in state
revenue that had helped support Athletics.
Leonard emphasized that Michigan's mammoth athletics budget is not typical among the more than
900 schools affiliated \\'ith the :-Jational Collegiate Athletic Association (:'--iCAA). The \:.CM classifies
schools in three divisions of competition. ranging from small libera l arts colleges to the huge lane.I-grant
research institutions.
"You may have only 25 percent of all the schools Li1at actually make money ... Leonard said. "[tis only
in Division I where there has been any hope or histo1y of making money, and even there the oc.lcls of
doing so are not good.''
But the payoff can be huge for that top echelon of spo1ts-supporting universities. especially those vv·ith
football teams that appear regularly on television and in postseason bowl games. Corporate sponsorships
and television revenue fueled a payoff of $12 million each for Nebraska and Miami in the last Fiesta Bowl.
The Rose Bowl payout for Northwestern and Southern Cal was S6.5 million each.
"We're talking about big, big dollars that can be brought in from these postseason contests," Leonard
said, although he added that schools with conference affiliation divide the income with other league members. Northwestern shared its Rose Bowl check with 10 other members of the Big Ten Conference plus
the league office. Perennial football power Notre Dame is in a better position as an independent, because
it keeps all of it5 bowl receipts.
Corporate money sometimes comes with strings attached. Leonard said that when the Reebok shoe
company agreed to donate about $9.1 million through a multiyear contract to upgrade facilities and buy
athletic uniforms at the University of Wisconsin, the company sought an agreement that no university
employee could speak disparagingly of Reebok. "How that could be controlled, I don't know," Leonard
said. The university balked at the stipulation.
Leonard talks freely about the nation's intercollegiate athletic programs from the perspectives of a sociologist, a former athlete, and an interested spectator. He drew acclaim at Northern Cambria (Pennsylvania)
High School for scoring 56 points in a basketball game, and, as a wide receiver, he earned a football
scholarship at Albright (Pennsylvania) College.
After playing football and basketball at the small-college level, he observed an Ivy League program
while studying for a master's degree at the University of Pennsylvania. Then he gained a close-up view of
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big-time sports while earning a doctorate at Ohio State University, where legendary coach Woody Hayes
stalked the sidelines at the Buckeyes' cavernous horseshoe-shaped football stadium.
Leonard came to Illinois State in 1970. He and a former Illinois State physical education professor,
Beverly Wilson, developed a popular "Sociology of Spo1t" course during the mid-1970s. The course examines sport by using such sociological concepts as social organization, culture, socialization, deviance, social
stratification, mino1ity groups, and collective behavior.
"As a participant I was always interested in the effect sport had on both the individual and society,"
Leonard said. "The common thread is that sport is a microcosm of our society-the games, rules, and the
relationship between the players and institutions.
"If a person from Mars came to the United States and didn't know about us, watching sports like baseball and basketball would give a lot of clues to what our society is like."
But that mythical Ma1tian would be deceived if the only glimpse of intercollegiate athletics came from
television, Leonard said: "There may be only a hundred schools at this top level. TI1ere are lots of schools
that have low-key programs, and typically we don't see these on television. What we see on television are
the high-profile, entertainment-based, commercialized schools-the Ohio States, the Michigans, the i'<otre
Dames."
Intercollegiate sport has come a long way since the rowing crews of Harvard and Yale staged the first
collegiate competition in 1852. The first collegiate baseball game was played in 1859 between Amherst
and Williams. Collegiate football came on the scene in 1869, although the first game between Rutgers and
Princeton more closely resembled soccer. Yale and Penn played the first intercollegiate basketball game in
1897.
Closer to home, Illinois State's first football game was a 12-4 victory over Illinois Wesleyan in 1887.
Basketball was introduced to Illinois State by its women, who lost their first game 6-4 to Wesleyan in 1896.
The men didn't organize an intercollegiate team until 1898.
"It was all student-organized and student-administered," Leonard said of college sports in general during that era. "The faculty kind of looked the other way and didn't have much of an interest in it."
But the universities took a stronger interest in regulating the programs when "tramp athletes" began
moving from college to college to play on athletic teams without bothering to enroll for classes.
Regulation became a necessity when the 1905 football season produced 18 deaths and 149 serious
injuries, leading to intervention by President Theodore Roosevelt and the subsequent creation of the
l\CAA.
Still another reason for university control became apparent when 45,000 spectators showed up for the
1905 Harvard-Yale game. "Colleges began to realize that a buck could be made from intercollegiate athletics," Leonard said. "And not o nly was it potentially revenue-producing, but it had a public relations component. They could adve1tise their school much more cheaply through their sport programs than by taking out an ad."
Universities soon began constructing huge stadiums to capitalize on public enthusiasm, especially at
the big land-grant institutions such as the University of Illinois, Ohio State, and other Western Conference
(Big Ten) members. The University of Michigan has college football's largest stadium with a capacity of
more than 106,000.
The emergence of a symbiotic relationship between athletics and the news media led to a "golden
age" of spo1ts from the years between 1919 and 1930 and eventually to the economic boom and bust of
current times. "We are now at the point that many observers of professional sports in particular think that
if television would ever pull out the money that these teams garner, it is not sure whether they would be
able to sustain themselves," Leonard said.
So what's on the horizon for intercollegiate athletics? Financial realities will bring many changes,
Leonard said.
More corporate sponsorship is inevitable, but that will come at a price. "I don't think some corporation is going to hand over millions of dollars without some strings attached," Leonard said, referring to
Reebok's contract with the University of Wisconsin.
"The second thing I see is the rich getting richer and everybody else kind of staying the same," he
said. Some of the schools competing in big-time spo1ts may even establish preprofessional programs in
athletics and make academic coursework optional. "At this top level, the term student-athlete may be oxymoronic," Leonard said.
A third trend is the continuing development of women's athletics through enforcement of gender
equity. This issue was studied at Illinois State during the past year, resulting in the elimination of rnen·s
soccer and ·wrestling programs and the creation of a women's soccer team.
The opponunity for vvomen·s athletics to gain a stronger foothold on campuses increased slowly in
the years after the passage of Title IX of the educational amendments by Congress in 1972. Originally the
programs expressed a different mission than men·s programs. but the direction changed after the l\C/\A
wrested control from the now-defunct Association of Intercollegiate Athletics for Women.
··J suspect that they ,\·ill he making some or the same mistakes that men's programs have made.
because as you go toward the big time it's more commercialized and more mec.lia-sensitive,'· Leonard said.
··Those are tl1e prices that you pay."'
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t the end of World War II America emerged as the undisputed global
leader in a world ravaged by war. The United States enjoyed a
dominant economic position; it projected its military power globally; it
crafted international institutions such as the United Nations, the World Bank,
the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, and the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization to consolidate its dominance and attempted to institutionalize its
vision of democracy and social justice as a model for the world to emulate.
But in international politics ove1whelming power tends to repel and leads
other states to balance against it. Even as World War II was coming to an end
a new conflict was developing between tl1e United States and the Soviet
Union, a strnggle for hea1ts and minds of people around the ,vorld that would
last for 45 years.
The disintegration of the Soviet Union radically altered the strategic environment of America's post-cold war foreign policy and highlighted new challenges to American power. Countries that once followed in Washington's
shadow have emerged as competitors. 'f11e decline in the usefulness of milita1y force and the increasing importance of economics and technology as central components of power have contributed to a growing debate about
America's global position in the 21st century.
The Cnited States will be confronted with four major challenges in the
next cenn.1ry: (1) the economic unification of Western Europe; (2) an increasingly assertive Japan that is less reluctant to say no to the United States; (3)
the rise of China to great power status; and (4) the forces of decay within the
Am erican society. Given these challenges, what strategies should the United
States select to maintain its global influence? Does it matter if the United States
remains the dominant count1y?
Primacy matters because power matters in international affairs. Power is
the ability of one countty or group of countries to influence the behavior of
others. It matters to hundreds of millions of people throughout the world
whether the United States, the European Union, Japan, or China has the dominant role in shaping decisions that significantly affect issues of war and peace,
human rights, and economic security. No other countty is able to make the
contribution the United States is capable of making to international order and
stability.
But in an increasingly interdependent world, the very concept of the state
is being challenged. National boundaries become relatively meaningless in an
age of global markets, cyberspace, and CNN. T\ational sovereignty is being
eroded by the mobility of capital goods and information across national
boundaries; the integration of world financial markets; and the transnational
character of industrial production.
The emergence of great powers is closely linked to innovational advantages, a vi1tual monopoly of critical markets, the production of significant
commodities, and strong domestic institutions and values that are conducive
to creativity, competition, and national cohesion.
Great powers tend to decline due to what Paul Kennedy called imperial
overstretch, the creation of new economic powers, the formation of coalition,
and, perhaps most important, internal forces of decay. Imperial overstretch
eventually weakens the domestic economic base upon which global power
depends. The technological secrets that propel countries to global dominance
are eventually shared as individuals from the leading economy take their skills
abroad and as others acquire those skills. Each innovator is succeeded by
another count1y that outperforms the old lead innovator in its specializations
and introduces new areas of innovations as well.
Because international politics, like politics in general, is a struggle for
power, countries will inevitably challenge the leading nation. In fact , the leading nation serves as a model for aspiring great powers.
Internal forces of decay have played a crucial role in tl1e decline of great
powers-from Rome to Ming China, the Ottomans, and the Soviet Union.
With power comes hubris, overconsumption, and complacency. Domestic
problems are the major challenge facing the United States as it enters the 21st
centrny. The other significant challenges are European unification, the economic and militaiy ascendancy of China, and the rise of Japan.
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Th<' Europ<'an challcng<'
A united Europe poses a serious challenge to America's position in the
international system. With 370 million people, the European Un(on has the
economic wealth, advanced technology, actual and potential military strength,
and global cultural appeal to be the preeminent power in the 21st century.
Despite their significant cultural differences and a long history of warfare,
the Europeans have made steady progress toward integration, from the Coal
and Steel Community, through agriculture and commerce, environmental regulation, and research and development to immigration and various measures
designed to achieve the full economic and monetary union outlined in the
Maastricht Treaty of 1992.
Step by step with these developments has been the march toward political unification, with the growth of a European Court, the development of the
European Parliament into a directly elected assembly with real legislative powers, the extension of majority voting at the Council of Ministers, and provision
for European citizenship. Europe is also strengthening its economic links to
the fast-growing economies of China and tl1e East Asian countries.
However, the European economic miracle is not problem-free.
Unemployment in Germany, France, Britain, and elsewhere has remained
around 12 percent, twice the rate in the United States, and high labor costs
are influencing companies to invest abroad, including in America.

The Japanese challenge
Determined to prevent Japan from emerging as a milita1y threat after
World War II, the United States essentially demilitarized Japan. Protected by
the United States's military might and encouraged to concentrate on economic
development, Japan prepared itself to be in a leadership position in the 21st
centu1y.
Drawing upon its large pool of blue collar workers, a highly motivated
population, and a well-ordered domestic society, Japan built a strong economy. Central to thLs impressive economic growth was extensive cooperation
between government and business as well as Japan's adoption of America's
management principles.
Japanese trade policy has been based on four major pillars for more tl1an
30 years. The first pillar was the belief that Japan was sufficiently important as
a bulwark against Soviet communism that the United States would subordinate
its own economic interests in order to ensure Japan's political stability. The
second pillar was the belief that Japanese businesses could dominate world
markets by projecting Western trends and then doing better and faster what
the West was doing slowly and halfheartedly (e.g., producing transistor radios,
cameras, VCRs, fax machines, etc.). Japan's third traditional pillar of strength
was the assumption that the country's domestic economy was largely immune
to external problems. The fou1th pillar was the commitment to long-term policy with flexibility to make exceptions, to cater to special interests, and to seize
oppottunities.
Japan has the most modern industrial structure in the world. It has not
run a trade deficit with the United States for almost 30 years. Although the
Western press talks about Japan's collapse, Japan remains on the track toward
the goal of surpassing tl1e United States to become the world's biggest economy early in the 21st centu1y despite its current difficulties.
The Japanese challenge to American economic primacy affects the United
States in many ways. American national security, in a narrow sense, could be
affected if the Japanese expand their lead in a variety of militarily impo1tant
technologies. The growth of Japan's economic power threatens American economic well-being through the loss of markets and jobs. America's influence in
other countries declines relative to that of Japan, and Japan exe1ts greater
influence in the United States as more Americans become involved in Japan's
economic system.
In addition to demands for United Nations Security Council membership.
an economically dominant Japan is likely to insist on the decisive role in inter-
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national economic institutions, to demand that the yen replace the dollar as
the international economy's primary reserve currency, and to become a much
more assertive actor geopolitically.
But Japan's power, which is essentially unidimensional, is being challenged by the newly industrialized countries of Asia, such as China, Taiwan,
South Korea, Singapore, and Thailand. As Japan's workers grow older, its
infrastructure crumbles, and it'i younger citizens demand more leisure time
and consume more. As other countries pressure Japan to open its markets,
Japan's power seems less secure.
The close relationship between the Japanese government and indust1y
will continue to weaken as companies such as Toyota, Sony, Honda, and
Mitsubishi move more of tl1eir operations and jobs out of Japan.

The Chinese challenge
China is emerging as an economic, military, and cultural power that is
already challenging the United States. It is widely predicted that early in the
21st century China will have the largest economy in the world.
Investors are pouring money into China with the expectation that its
economy will be the region's largest, eclipsing Japan's. Many companies in
Asia are transferring production to China to take advantage of lower wages
and to position themselves to supply China's emerging middle class market.
Although many East Asian governments arc fearful of China's ambitions,
they realize that their future economic performance is linked to China's. Most
of them have increased expo1ts to China, enabling them to continue growing
rapidly even during periods when markets in the United States, Europe, and
Japan have been sluggish.
This rapid economic growth enables China to allocate more resources to
modernizing its milita1y and to take a more aggressive approach toward its
border disputes witl1 neighboring states. The People's Liberation Army has
purchased fighter aircraft and other milita1y equipment from Russia and is
building a more advanced navy.
But China's aggressive economic expansion is not without problems.
China faces significant pressures stemming from population growth and the
declining ability of agriculture and state-owned industries to increase employment. The children born in the late 1960s and early 1970s-when Mao
encouraged large families to strengthen China- are now entering their prime
childbearing years.
Even with China's controversial one-child policy in place, its population is
expected to increase by 25 percent, or by almost 300 million people, during
the next 20 years. This means that greater pressure will be placed on China's
natural resources, especially arable land. China will clearly demand more
energy as the automotive and aviation revolution expands and as living standards rise.
Even as China expands its milita1y capabilities, it will be confronted by
internal problems. China's rapid economic grO\vth has occurred primarily in
urban and coastal areas, leaving behind more than 900 million people inland.
Given the current political system of China, political and social unrest remains
a real possibility.

Internal forces of decay
The fourth and most impo1t ant challenge to America's position as the
dominant power in the 21st centwy is a combination of tl1e internal forces of
decay. Great powers are often greater threats to themselves than are foreign
invasions or the rise of new challengers. In other words, the fundamental
challenge facing the Cnited States is predominantly internal. Domestic problems, which are inseparable from foreign policy, have global implications.
A nation prey to drugs, guns, and violence, increasingly stratified by social
class, torn by racial tension, and plagued by insecurity will be a ,veaker player on the world stage. Americans consume 50 percent of the world's illegal
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drugs. America suffers from the highest rates of illiteracy, malnutrition,
Only through
infant mortality, homelessness, imprisonment, and poverty in the industrialized world. Many American cities have sections that resemble pa1ts of the
Third World, and the affluent elites in the United States hide behind walls,
sustained public
guards, and electronic devices.
America remains the most violent countJy in the industrialized world.
America on the eve of the 21st centu1y is increasingly reminiscent of the
education will
Wild West. Indeed, violence may be the single greatest difference between
American culture and European or Japanese culture and the major reason
that Europe and Japan no longer look to the United States as a model and
America acquire the
a leader.
:'-Jo other industrialized society consumes as much, wastes as much, or
is so deeply in debt as the United States. America on the eve of the 21st
capacity to shape
centu1y bears a striking resemblance to Rome in decline. As in Rome, violence is widespread and is central to ente1tainment in America. Our public
life is rife with discontent and our society is characterized by a culture of
and maintain a
complaint, cynicism, self-absorption, and an ever-expanding culture of victimization. These problems are compounded by the decline in social capital, the connections that help to build trust and promote civility.
policy that does
Ald1ough advances in technology have enabled us to be connected
globally electronically, we arc increasingly isolated from each other. The
decline in social capital, this pervasive individualism, \.Veakens the foundajustice to the
tions of national power. Community in American life means that we are not
Richard}. Payne
responsible for those who are from different socioeconomic groups, different ethnic backgrounds, and different neighborhoods.
complexities of the
One of d1e greatest forces of decay is America's failure to fully develop its
seriously challenged to rely more on negotiahuman capital. While many of us congratulate ourselves because some classes
tions and to employ a careful blend of force
and ethnic groups achieve higher test scores than others, we often overlook
and diplomacy when dealing with international 21st century. This
the critical point, namely, the vast majority of American children are not comconflicts.
petitive with their counterpa1ts in countries that are challenging the United
Complex international political and ecoeducation must
States for global power in the 21st century.
nomic realities of the 21st centu1y will make it
\lo matter what test is considered, American elementary and high school
increasingly difficult for policy makers to rely
students score at or near the bottom among developed nations in math and
on operating principles that guided American
include the study
science. Part of the problem is structural. Whereas Japanese students spend
foreign policy for much of the cold war period.
210 days per year in school and the Europeans spend 220, American
Significant threat<; to American and internationstudents go to school for 180 clays a year. Over the full K-12 experience
al security interests w ill be far more amenable
of foreign cultures
Japanese students graduate with four more years of classroom time than
to diplomacy than to milita1y solutions.
Ame rican sn.1dents.
To enhance the success of diplomatic iniFurthermore. American children do one-third to one-fifth d1c amount of
tiatives Americans will need to be better
and languages.
homework and watch three times as much television as Japanese stuclenrs.
informed about national priorities and tile role
And violence in many American schools makes teaching virtually in,possiblc.
negotiations play in securing them. Only
As is generally characteristic of a great power in decline, the United States
through sustained public education will
continues to focus on building an impressive rnilita1y even as its domestic
America acquire the capacity to shape and maintain a policy d1at does justice
base weakens.
to the complexities of the 21st century. This education must include the study

America's strengths
Despite these weaknesses America has many obvious strengths. The
United States possesses a unique combination of the sources of global power:
population size and education, abundant natural resources, political cohesion
and stability, a remarkable constitution, technological achievements, military
strength, ideological appeal. and diplomatic alliances. The multidimensional
nature of America's power enables it to remain strong even if it is weakened
in some areas.
Although the trade deficit is clearly a significant problem, America ·s share
of me gross world product has remained around 25 percent since 1960.
America's huge internal market means d1at it is far less dependent on the outside world than Japan and, consequently, much less vulnerable. Fu1thermore,
the l jnited States, Canada, and South America arc consolidating one of the
most decisive regional transformations of the post-cold war world.
The fact that the dollar remains the world's leading currency is tangible
evidence of the widespread confidence in America's strengili.
America remains a dynamic society that encourages creativity, risk taking,
openness, competition, and mobility. Its major universities, the best in the
world, attract some of the brightest students and some of the best professors
from Europe, Asia, and elsewhere. The continuous flow of immigrants reflects
the opportunities the United States offers and simultaneously contributes to
the renewal of America's global power.
Finally America's leadership position in the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization, the General Agreement on Tariffs and 1i·acle, and many other
international organizations and alliances is a major source of it5 strength.

America's options
If the United States is to maintain its leadership position in the 21st centu1y, it must pursue the following options. 1he United States must come to grips
with the reality that it is part of a complex of market economies, all of which
will be energetic competitors wid1 agendas that are likely to clash with
Washington's. The days of deference by allies to American military and economic power are over. Increasingly the United States will be forced to accept
a role as first among equals in a multipolar world. The United States will be
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of foreign cultures and languages.
Instead of trying to actively maintain its relative power position by
attempting to suppress the emergence of new great powers, tl1e United States
would remain stronger if it concentrated its energies on the internal forces of
decay that arc major contributors to its relative decline.
Although America should focus on its internal problems, it must resist
adopting an isolationist policy or encouraging competition among regional
blocs. It must remain engaged w ith Europe and Asia, and it should continue
to support international institutions and international law. Isolationism is likely
to hasten America's decline and allow Europe, Japan, or China to emerge as
d1e global leader.
Cooperative relations with Europe, Japan, and China. although d ifficult to
manage, can strengd1en American power in those regions. In other words,
America must remain engaged in the world, especially where it has vital
interests.
Perhaps the greatest challenge of all is to encourage Americans to come
to grips with the culture of violence, to broaden their concept of community,
to d1ink beyond immediate consumption, and to focus on building the future,
one in which American values and power can remain a positive force in the
interdependent and mulitpolar world of tl1c 21st centu1y.
Richard j. Payne, Distinguished Professor ofPolitical Science at Illinois State
University, earned his B.A. in social sciences at Graceland College in 1972. He
received his M.A. and PhD.from Howard University in 1973 and 1975 respectively and was awarded a Ford Foundation Fellowship for graduate work. He
was awarded a Fulbright-I Jays Fellowship in 1987 and a Senior Ford
Foundation Fellowship in 1988-89. 77:ie author of numerous book chapters and
a11icles for scholarly journals, Payne also is the author offive books. In addition to many other professional commitments, honors, and awards, he received
the Distinguished Ph.D. Alumnus AwardJi-om Howard and the Outstanding
University Researcher Award from Illinois State, both in 1995.
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niversity ews
Pride, optimism cited
in Strand address

.ti

Change was the recurring theme
in President David Strand's second
State of the University address. Speaking to the campus community last flill,
he noted that Illinois State University
has emerged from 12 months of hist01ic transition with pride, a stronger
sense of community, and heightened
optimism about the future.
Strru1d said the most inlpo11ru11
step the University can take this year to
improve undergraduate education is to
reform the existing general education
prognun. Faculty and staff members
have been providing input for a pro0
sn1dents "a
b ram that offers first-vear
•
common core" of courses focusing on
wtitten and ontl language proficiency,
mathematics, ru1d science, with the
go,tl of pro'1ding all sn1de11ts a foundation for higher learning.
Illinois State will identify ru1d
reallocate more than I. 5 percent of
the state-appropriated budget for
salmy equity during the next three
years, Strru1d said. Under the plru1,
more than S1.8 million will be spent
to bring faculty ru1d staff salaries in
line with peer institutions.
··our ability to do so will be contingent upon the state's continued
funding of s,daries at approximately
the rate of inflation-a practice the
state has followed for the last severru
years;· Strand said.
Ile said the l ·nirersitv ,rill pay
increased attention to the cost of
receiving an education ,md unveiled
efforts to adopt a universitv diversity
plru1. ..Illinois State Cniversity must
continuously evaluate the world in
order to adjust teaching, research, and
service missions to serve tl1e changing
needs of constituents, while preserving
basic values mid commitments."
Strru1d credited students, faculty,
staff, ru1d the Board of Trustees for the
University's mru1y successes during the
p,L5t yc-t1r imd cal.led upon the
l niversity to work ,,1th --cooperation,
collaboration, communication, and
civility"' in building future success.

Student debt load light
The latest rm1kings from U.S.
News & World Report reveal good
financial news for students who attend
Illinois State University, which ranks in

The University offers a bachelor's
degree in telecommunications management. The program, the first of its
kind in Illinois, prepares graduates
to design, implement, and mmiage
networks of telecommunications and
computer systems.
The health insurance program
at Illinois State is one of the top 20
programs in the nation lUld provides sn1dents more benefits than
student health insunmce at oilier
state universities.
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the top 25 nationally of institutions
whose 1995 graduates incurred the
least an10unt of debt.
U.S. News & World Report added
the "Debt Load-Class of •95·· ranking
this year to its review of instin1tions,
repo11ing that '·because of the biillooning cost of college, many students who
graduated in 1995 left campuses with
sir.able debts in addition to diplomas."
The average debt per student was
$8,345, according to the mag;vjne.
Tllinois State ranked 25tll among
national colleges whose class of '95
incurred the least debt.
"Illinois State has always pro,1ded
excellent education, ru1d we're sensitive to the investment families make in
that education;· Linda Maxwell,
Finru1cial Aid director, said. ·-we also
make a special effo11 through one-toone counseling mid through our publications to encourage students to borrow only what they need and to work
for funds whenever possible:·
U.S. News & World Report used
data from graduates who borrowed
from one or more of the following
sources: federid, state, ru1d local govemments; finruici,tl institutions; imd
colleges.

Illinois State creates
education alliance
The Illinois Boru·d of Higher
Education (IBIIE) h,L, awarded IUinois
State lniversity $65,000 to create a
model education alliance ,,·ith two
local school disllicts ,md colleges.
The alliance will create a longnu1ge strategic phm, establish i.nformation and resource sharing systems, mid
provide a forum for technology, staff
development, ru1d mino1ity initiative
issues. It will also promote efforts of
collaboration among the alliru1ce members, which include lnit 5, Disllicl 87,
Ilea1tland Community College, and
Mennonite College of Kursing.
·'I suppo11 ru1d praise President
Dmid Strm1d for having the courage to
attack education for the 21st century
with a bold, crC'Jtive, and innovative
pa11nership," said Robert Mitlito, Cnit
5 superintendent. '·I see a focus on
improved higher leim1ing for college
sn1dents ente1ing the field of education
ru1d a direct impact on teaming strategies in our public schools here in
Illinois."

Robert O'Dell, a 1959 graduate,
was a major figure in tl1e development
of the Hubble telescope.
The University is one of tl1e
nation's premier providers of an
undergraduate education in insurm1ce
and fimmcial services, its leadership
position the result of an innovative
educational endeavor funded through
the Katie School of Insurance and an
endowed chai1; botl1 of which were

Richard Sens, District 87 superintendent, echoed the sentiment, saying
he expects those involved with the
grant "will be able to identify areas of
cooperation lUld resource sharing that
will benefit students in tl1e 'l\vin Cities."

Enrollment moves
closer to goal
With ru1 undergraduate enrolhnent
of 16,763 for the fall semester, Illinois
State University is just 237 students
away from its goal of 17,000 undergraduate students. Total sn1dent enrollment is 19,409, which is a slight
increase from a year ago.
Of the 5,118 new lllinois State students, 2,896 are first-yeru· students.
About 78 percent of Illinois State·s
first-year students are from the top half
of their high school class, compared
with 74 percent la,t year. Approximately 13.5 percent of all Illinois State
students ru·e minorities, which is m1
increase of .3 percent from a year ago.
•·our enrollment is rising slowly,
but it's rising, and the academic quruity
of students is bette1;.. Vice President
ru1d Provost John l rice said. '·That is
in contrast to the declining enrollment
patterns at lllinois public universities.''

Trustees approve
budget requests
The lllinois State L:niversity Board
of Trustees approved a fiscal year 1998
operating budget request of SI H8
million, ru1 increiL~e of S7. 7 million
over the fiscal year 1997 approp1iation.
The board also approved a capitru
budget request totaling $28.3 miilion
for five projects, including the remodeling ofJulian Hall to accommodate
administrative mid suppo1t functions
for the new science building.
The budget proposals will be evaluated by the Illinois Board of Higher
Education, the General Assembly, and
the governor before the final budget is
,tllocated July l.

Alum named
Teacher of the Year
For the second consecutive year ru1
lllinois State University graduate has been
chosen as the lllinois Teacher of the
Yc-t1r. Valetia EvlUJS '73, a third grade
teacher at Ko11hmoor Ptimary School
in Peoria, recently garnered the honor.

made possible ,vitl1 financial support
from the insurru1ce indust1y.
The Communication Department's
graduate degree program is rated in
the top five runong master's-only progrruns in tile Midwest.
TI1e Foreign LlUlguages Depllliment offers a program to train teachers of foreign lm1guages in elementary
schools. There are no other such programs in Illinois and only a few in
the nation.

Selected from among 10 finalists
statewide, Evans received a lifetime
tuition waiver to state universities imd
a one-year paid leave to pursue graduate work. She will also spend a semester on a state\\1de speaker's circuit.
Evans follows in the footsteps of
Lynn (Sojka) Gaddis '7 I, '9I M.S.E.,
who held the title in 1995.

University renovates
Eyestone School
Eight university deprutments collaborated with several off-campus consultants ru1d contractors to complete
the recent renovation of Eyestone
School.
Atypicru one-room school of
1900, Eyestone School was 01igimilly
c;tlled Rose Hill School :lo. I 43. Rose
Hill was affiliated with Illinois State
Normal University a, a training school
for rurru teachers from 1927 to 1930.
In 1965 Dr. ru1d Mrs. G. J. Kruger
donated the building to the lniversity,
ru1d it was moved to iL, present location near the intersection of Adelaide
Street imd College Avenue in Normal.
At that time the school was dedicated
in honor of Lura Eyestone, who taught
at Rose Hill ,md becrune ru1 outstimding teacher in the laborato1y school at
Illinois State.
Renovation of the school beg,m
in April 1996 but w,L5 quickly complicated bernuse the existing paint contained lead. With workers and land
safeguarded, the building \\·as stripped
mid repainted in pe1iod colors
through the advice of Greg Koos of the
Mdem1 County Histo1ic:d Society
·n1e work extended into the fall
\\1th renovation of copper flashing
above the front porch and the instal.lation of a new furnace, fire ruann, exte1ior siding, roof, b1ick walk, and sign.
"Eyestone School goes to the hea11
of what Illinois State Kormal University
was all about-the education of teachers,.. Koos said, cal.ling the renovation
·'a strong signal that the university
cares about history and presen1ng historic buildings:·

Illinois Arts Council
award received
Dalkey Archive Press/Review of
Contempormy Fiction at Illinois State
University has been selected by the
Illinois Al1S Council for inclusion in

lllinois State is tl1e only public university in the state offering a major in
international business. Graduates of
the program often enter the job market at a significantly higher income
level than do students witll no international expertise.
Illinois State has one of the highest
student retention rates of public institutions in the state. The University has
the fourth highest public university
graduation rate in the state for Hispanic
students and the second highest rate
for African-Ame1ican students.

the Established Regiomtl Arts
Instin1tions Program and has received
a $24,000 grant to suppo1i publication
of numerous novels.
Dalkey was the only organization
in the Bloomington-.'Jonnal area
selected and the only literary organizalion selected statewide. It joins other
prestigious ru1s organizations in tl1e
program such as the Chicago
Symphony Orchestra, the A11 Institute
of Chicago, and Steppenwolf Theater
Compru1y.
The Review of Contemporary
Fiction was established in 1981 to pro,1de c1itical coverage of writers from
throughout the world. Dalkey Archive
Press was established in 1984 to publish significruu works of modern lUld
contempora1y fiction.

Fell Arboretum dedicated
The foresight ofJesse W. Fell nearly 140 years ago and the determination
of volunteers desi1ing to keep his
~ision alive were celebrated during tl1e
fall dedication of the Fell Arboretum.
Community and can1pus leaders
joined members of the Fell Arboretum
Society·s Steering Committee ,md
recently elected board in Sassafr,L,
Grove on the University Quad to honor
Fell's effo11S mid applaud the recent
success in forwarding his vision.
President David Strru1d. Fell
Arboretum Society President D,de
Wayland, ,md Vice President of
Justilutiorntl Adrnncement Judy Riggs
praised the joilll community and crunpus endeavor. They unveiled a boulder
etched 1rith the Fell Arboretum logo
mid phmted a commemorative tree.
It wa~ not much more thru1 a year
ago that a group from the community
ru1d university joined forces to initiate
recognition of an arboretum on the
lllinois State crunpus. Their goal was to
build on the educalionru ru1d aesthetic
potentiru of Fell's legacy, which led to
the splendor of trees ru1d planL, now
enjoyed on the crunpus not only for
their beauty and shade but for the
unique study oppo111mities they prm1de.
As the arboretum marker ru1d tree
now symbolize, that dream is destined
to flourish through a commitment
throughout the crunpus ru1d community
to curate diverse species of trees and
planL~integrated with m1 and
architecture.

.

The College of Fine Arts
microcomputer laboratory, Office
of Research in Al1S Technology, is
one of the first in existence in tl1e
fine mis and has attracted national
attention for the assimilation of technology into ru1S pe1fom1ances ru1d
educational settings.
Edward Schapsmeier, histo1y
professor emeritus, was nominated
for a Pulitzer prize.

...
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Redbird games
on the Internet
It is now possible to listen to
broadcasts of Illinois State University
athletic events on the Intemet through
the services of AudioNet, a Dallasbased company.
AudioNet carries Redbird Radio
Network broadcasts of football, men's
basketball, selected volleyball and

women's basketball, the Todd Beny
Show, and the Kevin Stallings Show.
Flagship of the Redbird Radio Network
is WJBC, AM 1230, Bloomington.
AudioNet can be accessed through
a link on the Athletics Depai1ment
home page (http://www.infosys.ilsn1.
edu/Redbirds) or by going to
www.audionet.com. There is no charge
to listen to the games, although computers must be properly equipped to
utilize the service. Details and a schedule of broadcast events are available at
the AudioNet World Wide Web site.

1996-97 Redbird Women's Basketball
Date

Opponent

November
15
17
19

20
22
24
30
December
1
3
8
14

18
29

31
January
3
5

10
13
18

20
23
25

30
February
1
6
9
14
16

20
22
March
1
6-8

at Iowa (Preseason NIT)
Preseason NIT
Preseason NIT
Preseason NIT
Nebraska
Missouri (Horton Field House)
at Duke

vs. Radford or St. Joseph's at Duke
Illinois
Illinois-Chicago
at Michigan State
Chicago Challengers (exhibition)
Indiana State*
at Wisconsin-Green Bay

7 p.m.
(TBA)
(TBA)
(TBA)
7 p.m.
2 p.m.
Noon

Noon

7 p.m.
2 p.m.
1 p.m.
7p.m.
2 p.m.
3 p.m.

at Evansville*
at Southern Illinois*
Drake*
Creighton
at Wichita State*
at Southwest Missouri State*
Bradley*
Northern Iowa*
Evansville*

7:05 p.m.
2 p.m.
7p.m.
7p.m.
6:30 p.m.
7:05 p.m.
7 p.m.
2p.m.
7 p.m.

Southern Illinois*
at Creighton *
at Drake*
Southwest Missouri State*
Wichita State*
at Bradley* ·
at Northern Iowa*

2 p.m.
4:45 p.m.
4:05 p.m.
7 p.m.
2p.m.
7 p.m.
3:35 p.m.

at Indiana State*
1 p.m.
State Farm-Missouri Valley Conference Tournament
(at Springfield, Missouri)

For tickets, call (309) 438-8000 or stop at the ticket office
in Redbird Arena.
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Illinois State University's 1995-96
men's basketball game program was
judged second in the nation by the
College Sport5 Information Director's
of Ame1ica (CoSIDA) .
The program, which was sold to
patrons who attended games at
Redbird Arena last season, was produced by the Athletics Department
Media Relations Office. Graduate assistant Scott Wherley coordinated the
publication. The cover was designed
by Shawn Billo of Illinois State's
Instructional Technology Services
Graphics Design.
Ohio State won the competition.
The University of Illinois finished third.

Time

Home games boldface
*Missouri Valley Conference game
All times central
Home games at Redbird Arena (except Missouri game)

•

Program judged
among nation's best

Women's basketball team
set for season
On the heels of one of the greatest
tumaround seasons in Missouri Valley
Conference (MVC) histo1y, coach Jill
Hutchison's Redbird women·s basketball team is anticipating ,motlier strong
finish to the season.
tast year's group was 14-4 in the
MVC and 19-13 overall, ,vinning eight
more games tl1an the previous season.
The Redbirds retum nine letter winners for 1996-97.
Starting ,vith the Mai·ch trip to the
Women's National Invitation Toumament, the Redbirds have had a busier
year than usual. In August Hutchison
ai1d company trekked to Europe, visiting England, Belgium, and Frai1ce and
seeing some top competition. The
experience of being pa11 of the 16team preseason National Invitation
Toumament field figured to paydividends later in the season in tcnns of
experience for younger players.
Guards Jenny Schmidt and Mary
Jane Owens lead a group of perimeter
players with experience and numbers.
The depth of pe1imeter players,
including seniors Stacy Griffin and
Schenita Stewai1, plus junior Kristin
Valdez ai1d sophomore Jodi Loeblein,
enabled Hutchison to move 5- 11
junior Corinne Vossel closer to the
basket.
Schmidt was runner-up for
Missomi Valley Conference Freshman
of the Year, while breaking Illinois
State rookie records for assists, steals,
and three-point field goals. For Owens
it's a different naJUe (she was Mary
Jane Johnson before her June mai·riage to Matt Owens), but the same
solid scorer, rebounder, ai1d defender
who is one of tl1e MVC's most underrated players.
With the loss of Melanie Ward and
Kay Schroeder, Vossel strengthens an
inside group that includes 1995-96
super sub Val TraJUe and sophomore
Melanie Marcy. Trame's scoring was a
key pa11 of Illinois State's revival last
season.
The Redbirds opened the home
regular season November 22 against
Big 12 power Nebraska.

1996-97 Redbird Men's Basketball
Date
November
11
19

24
30
December
4
7
14
18
21
23

29
January
4
9
12
16
19

22
25
27
February
1
3
8
10

13
15
18
22
24

Opponent

Time

Hobart Devils (Australia)
Converse All-Stars
at Pittsburgh
Eastern Kentucky

7:05 p.m.
7:05 p.m.
6:30 p.m.
7:05 p.m.

DePaul (Kiel Center, St. Louis)
Ohio
at Duquesne
at Northwestern
at Wisconsin-Green Bay
Illinois-Chicago
at Creighton *

6:05 p.m.
7:05 p.m.
1 p.m.
7 p.m.
7:35 p.m.
7:05 p.m.
7:05 p.m.

Evansville* (ESPN2)
Northern Iowa*
at Southern Illinois*
Indiana State*
at Evansville*
at Northern Iowa*
Wichita State*
Southwest Missouri State*

1:30 p.m.

Bradley*
at Drake*
at Wichita State*
at Southwest Missouri State*
Southern Illinois*
Drake*
at Indiana State*
at Bradley*
Creighton*

7:05 p.m.
7:05 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:05 p.m.
7:05 p.m.
7:05 p.m.
6p.m.
8:05 p.m.
7:05 p.m.

7:05 p.m.
3 p.m.
7:05 p.m.
6:05 p.m.
7:05 p.m.
7:05 p.m.
7:05 p.m.

February 28March 3
Missouri Valley Conference Tournament
at Kiel Center, St. Louis
Home games boldface
* Missouri Valley Conference game
All times Central

Men's basketball team
preseason favorite
It is a scena1io almost unheard of
in college basketball.
For the 1996-97 season Illinois
State university fields a men's basketball team that includes no seniors, yet
the Redbird5were picked by nearly
every preseason publication to \\~n the
Missouri Valley Conference (MVC)
championship.
Altl1ough there are no seniors on
the team there are numerous veterans
(including six juniors) , most of whom
played extensively in the last two seasons. During that time the Redbird5
not only qualified for the National
Invitation Toumament (NIT) l\vice, but
were 3-2 in tl1e event, including road
,1etories in packed venues at Utah
State and Wisconsin.
Four sta11ers and a host of oftused reserves retum from last year's

22-12 season. Dan Muller, a preseason
all-Missouri Valley Conference selection ai1d the reigning conference
defensive player of the year, retums as
one forward. Other retuming sta11ers
are power forward Rico Hill, center
LeRoy Watkins, ai1d point guard JaJUar
Smiley, who rai1ked 13th nationally
,vith 6.7 assists per game.
1llinois State could have a retuming starter at the shooting guard spot,
although he has never sta11ed a gaine
for the Redbirds. East Carolina transfer
Skipp Schaefbauer satisfied National
Collegiate Athletics Association (Nf,AA)
transfer guidelines by sitting out last
season and is now ready to wear ai1
Illinois State unifonn. Schaefbauer
averaged 11 points in his sophomore
season at East Carolina. He is one of
the players vying to replace Maurice
Trotter, Illinois State's leading scorer
tl1e last two seasons, who completed
his eligibility last season.

Illinois State Today

.

I
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UniversityNews

Forward Dan Muller (44), a preseason all-Missouri Valley Conference
selection and the reigning MVC defensive player of the year, was one of
four Redbird starters who returned for the 1996-97 basketball season.
Despite having no seniors on the squad, the Redbirds were picked by
many to win the conference crown.

Typical o[ Kevin Stallings's tenure
at lllinois State, this Redbinl team will
feature plenty of depth. Point guard
Steve Hansell, shooting guard Kyle
Cru.1mill, forward Kenneth Pierson, and
center Rob Gibbons all have at least
one stat1ing assignment under their
belts heading into this campaign.
The newcomers include one big
international product. Ronald
vanVelzen (6-10) from the
Netherlands figures to bolster the front
line. The freshman class ofJoe Hein
(6-7) and recruiting walk-ons Ryan
Crowley (6-5) and \lie Stotler
(6-0) add depth for this season.
A.s if size, expe1ience, and ability
were not enough, this team is led by
one of Ame1ica's b1ightest young
coaches. Now in his fourth season at
Illinois State, Collinsville native
Stallings has compiled a 58-36 record
witl1 the Redbirds. Against the Missouri
Valley Conference he is 38-16. That
\\1nning percentage of .704 is the
ninth-best in the long histo1)' of the
MVC.
Scheduling for this season was a
chore. With a strong finish last season
and a long list of returnees, more than
100 schools rejected scheduling
advances by Illinois State. Still, the
slate is challenging. Among the notable
nonconference tilts are Pittsburgh,
Northwestern, DePaul, and Ohio.
The ticket office phone number is
(309) 438-8000.

Winter 1997

Athletes appreciate
improved study center
Bigger is better when it comes to
study facilities for Illinois State
University's student-athletes.
From 800 squru.·e feet in a house
on Nonna! Avenue to 4,000 square feet
in the building across the street from
Bone Student Center and next to the
Student Sen1ces Building, Illinois
State's excellent sen1ces to help student-athletes succeed in the classroom
now have more room to operate. The
new facility opened in August and was
dedicated in December as the Kalin
Bone Athletics Study Center.
Tennis player Stacy Sparlin is especially happy with the comfort offered in
the new cente1: "If you went to the old
study center later in the evening, three
people would be at a table for two, so
it was really scnmched," Sparlin said.
"Now there is enough room to make
everyone comfortable."
Kot only can more student-atl1letes use the new facility at the same
time, but the design gives each of
those students more space to work.
Football player Matt Rosner feels he
can get more done at the new center.
"The new facility motivates me to
study," he said. "With cve1yone around
me concentrating, I want to stay here
until all my school work is done."
Attendance at the study center has
soared. ''Contacts" measure the number of times student-athletes use the
study center. l.n other words, the same
student-athlete coming to the center
three different times in one day equals
tl1rec contacts. ln past years, 400 to
450 contacts were generated each
week. That average doubled in the first
four weeks of the new facility's use,
averaging 800 to 850 per week.

Doug Kimball '91, associate director of the Academic Study Center, said
that not only are the facilities better
but supernsors arc now more able to
work with students who need help.
"The communication witl1 our studentatl1letes is better than ever because
everything is available at one location,"
he said. "I also think that the computer lab puts us in the top five in the
countt)' for atltletic-academic suppo11
programs."
An open study area, four rooms
designated for isolated study, a room
for group work and meetings, plus a
computer lab ,,1th 25 stations provide
the sn1dent-atllietes ,vitl1 the space and
the tools they need to compete in tl1e
classroom ,vith the same intensity they
give to their spo11S. The newcomputer
system provides sn1dent-athletes ,,1th
Internet tools that help students access
research data and provide access to
Milner Ubrat)' for research purposes.
Jane Fulton, tl1e study center
director, claims the computer equipment is most popular with studcnt-athletes. "The students love the space, but
the computer lab is definitely tl1eir
favorite part of the facility," she said.
But even ,vitl1 high-tech equipment, qualified people remain the best
resource. Fulton and her staff assist
students through a variety of programs. Individual help is offered
through targeting, which focuses on
time-management skills and study
habit~in addition to tuto1ing. Tutors
are available in most academic art-as,
including business, education, English,
math, science, social science, and
communication.

Five inducted into
Athletics Hall of Fame
Illinois State University inducted
five forn1er athletes into its Athletics
Hall of Fame and bestowed an outstanding service award on a friend of
the Athletics program during a campus
ceremony last fall.
The five atltletes honored were
John Coppens '86 (football), Bill
Kirkendall '75 (golf) , Cluis RehorFede1ico '90 (volleyball), Ed Sen.nett
'68 (baseball), and Wendy Van MierloLittle '83 (cross country, track and
field). Claude Graeff received the
Campbell "Stretch" Miller Award.
• John Coppens, football, 1981-84
The leading career passer in
school histo1)' with 6,238 yards2,386 yards
more than the
next player on
tl1e list-John
Coppens is the
only Redbird
atltlcte ever to
lead the team in
passing in four
different and consecutive seasons. Ile
also is the all-time leader in total
offense witl1 5,881 yru.·ds, but big numbcrs and records ru.·c standard for his
career. He holds eight marks at Illinois
State.
Atwo-time all-Missouri Valley
Conference player at Illinois State,

Coppens signed \\1th tl1e Raiders as a
free agent after his university career. He
is now employed by Coleman Chemical
in Chicago and resides in Elgin.
• Bill Kirkendall, golf, 1972-75
Bill Kirkendall played during
perhaps Illinois State's brightest
golfing era.
Many believe the
players of the
early 1970sincluding such
greats as D. A.
Weibring '75to be an10ng the
University's most
outstanding golfers. One of Kirkendall's
best rounds was a fom0 under 68 in
his junior year at tl1e St. Louis MidAmcricru.1. His stroke average was under
77 for each of his last three seasons.
President of Etonic, Kirkendall is
in chru.·ge of daily business operations
world,vide for the company that manufactures, markets, and disllibutes golf
apparel, accesso1ies, and nmning shoes.
He lives in Hingham, Massachusetts.
• Chris Rehor-Federico, volleyball,
1985-89
The Illinois State and Missouli
Valley Conference volleyball leader in
kills and digs
,vith 1,773 and
1,806 respeclively, Cluis
Rehor-Federico
is tl1e only player
ever to lead
Illinois State in
kills in three different and consecutive seasons, in digs
in four different and consecutive seasons, and in aces in four different and
consecutive seasons. She holds seven
records at the school, was an allMidwest selection during her career,
and a three-time all-Conference
pe1fonner.
Ow11er of Centre for Rehabilitation
and Fitness, a personal training and fitness business in Roselle, Rcho1°
Federico also works as assistat1t director of sn1dent recreation and fitness
and assistant men's and women's volleyball coach at Le,,1s University. She
still plays on the Women's Professional
Volleyball Association beach circuit
and in 1995 was named one of the top
50 Chicago women in spo11s by Windy
City magazine.
• Ed Sennett, baseball, 1964-67
An all-American, F.d Sennett finished his career ,,1th a 16-7 record
and a 3.28
earned run average. In 1967 he
was a key component on the
National
Collegiate
Atllietics Association Midwest
Regional championship team. Among
his highlighl~ were 18 sllikeoul~ in a
,vin over Northwestem, tossing a 2-0
shutout against Central Michigan to
clinch an Illinois Intercollegiate
Athletics Conference chan1pionship,

and being chosen a conference most
valuable player.
After college Sennett signed \\1th
the California Angels. He played four
years in that organi7.ation, making it to
spring training with the Angels and
playing in several exhibitions before
ending his baseball cru.·eer with the
l 969 season. Now a coach at
Johnsburg High School in Illinois,
Sennett has enjoyed a long and productive career in education.
• Wendy Van Mierlo-Little,
cross country, track and field,
1980-83
The most decorated female dislance runner in school histo1)', Wendy
Van Mierlo-Llttle
was a sLx-time
all-Ame1ican,
including cross
country and
indoor and outdoor track and
field. She set
seven school
records, five of which still stand. She
won eight individual conference championships during her last two years,
was sixth in the NCAA cross country
meet in 1982, and 14tl1 in the TAC
world championships in 1983. The
native Canadian ran on warns tl1at won
four conference championships, and
dming the 1982-83 school year she
helped Illinois State sweep conference
titles in cross counlly, indoor track
and field, and outdoor track and field.
Today Van Mierlo-Llule coaches
track and cross country at Lakeridge
High School near her I.ake Oswego,
Oregon, residence.
• Claude Graeff
Amember of the faculty at Illinois
State since I 979, Claude Graeff of
Normal teaches
in the Department of Managemcntand
Quantitative
Methods. His
involvement in
Athletics began
in assisting with
recruitment of prospects who had an
interest in his academic ru.·ea.
He estimates that he has been
involved ,,1th nearlyall of Illinois
State's I 9 intercollegiate spo11S programs. In 1990 he began the first of
two three-year terms on tl1e Redbird
Education and Scholarship Funds
(RESF) Board of Directors. In that
role he signed up more tl1an 200 new
RESF contributors and was responsible
for raising approximately $100,000 in
cash gifts and gifts-in-kind.
Graeff is also distinguished in his
academic pursuits. Ile has been publishcd in leading management journals
such as Leadership Quarter91and The

Academy ofManagement Review.
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AlumniNews
Alumni Association board elected
Don Fernandes '79 of :-lormal, president and chief executive officer of First
Federal Savings in Bloomington, was
elected president of the Illinois State
lniversity Alumni Association Board of
Directors at its mmual meeting
September 7.
Elected vice president was Lynda
(Lane) Lm1e '66 of McLean, a teacher
and department chairperson at Olympia
High School in Stanford. Mary Ann
Louderback '74, M.S. '80, Ph.D. '84, of
Springfield, a member of the
Educational Labor Relations Board, was
elected secretary. Mike Wiese '84 of
Don Fernandes '.79
Bloomington, a senior analyst at State
Fann Insurance, was elected tn,'asllrer.
Each will serve a one-ye-M tenn. Outgoing president Jeff Fritzen '74 of
Nonna! ,viii continue to serve on the Executive Committee as past president
with at-large members Sam Petty '71 of Pe01ia and Rollie Mercer '71 of
Nonna!.
Elected to three-year tenns on the board were Richard Clemmons '72 of
Nonna!; Fernandes; Dave Fowler '78 of Ottawa; Donna (Stickling) Koch '66,
M.S. '69, of Nodolk, Virginia; Sherry Laible-White '80 of Peoria; Mark
Langenfeld '69, M.S. '75, of Nonna!; Keith Middleton '39 of Nonna!; Lois
Rademacher Mills '62, M.S. '69, of Hudson; Dale Sutter '61 of Nonna!; and
Gary Tiffany '74 of Rockford. Kellie Rubble '95 of Bloomington will serve
another one-year tenn on the board as the past Student Alumni Council
president.
Recognized for his years of service on the board was Dave Templeton
'67, M.S. '71, ofBloomington, who ended his tenure after serving in several
leadership roles, including president and chairperson of the Publications
Committee.
The board cooperates with the Alumni Services staff in coordinating programs and services for alumni through subcommittees, including
Homecoming, Chapters/Clubs, Special Services, Awards, External Relations,
Nominating, and Board Development.
The board also approved a new committee, Young Alumni and Student
Progranis, which will work with Assistant Alumni Director Annette States '96
in developing activities, events, and services for alumni who graduated ,vithin the past 10 years and in educating current students about the Illinois
State Alumni Association.

...

Members of the Executive Committee of the Illinois State University
Alumni Association for 1996-97 are, seated, Don Fernandes '79,
and,Jrom left, Mike Wiese '84; Rollie Mercer '71; Mary Ann
Louderback '74, M.S. '80, Ph.D. '84; Sam Petty ' 71; and Jeff Fritzen
'74. Not pictured is Lynda (Lane) Lane '66.

Jeff Fritzen '74, left, who
served as president of the
Illinois State University
Alumni Association Board
of Directors for the past
two years, passes the gavel
to 1996-97 president Don
Fernandes '79.
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Todd chosen to head
Alumni Services
Barbara Tipsord Todd '79, M.S.
'84, is the new director of Alumni
Sen~ces at Illinois State University. She
began her duties in November, replacing Elizabeth Gelle1t, who served as
director the past two years. Gellert
accepted a position as head of alumni
services and development at Goucher
College in Maryland.
Todd is a McLean County native
who earned both her degrees in home
economics at Illinois State. She staJ.ted
as assistant director of Alumni Services
at the University in 1983 and was
named associate director in 1995.
"I look fonvard to working with
Barb in her new role," said Judith
Riggs, vice president for Institutional
Advancement. "I think she ,viii provide
continuity and leadership for the activities we are in currently as well as
some new initiatives for alumni."

States joins Alumni
Services staff
Annette States wandered into tl1e
Alumni Services office as a first-year
student and has now signed on for an
extended visit after her May 1996
graduation. States, who joined the
Student Alumni
Council her
first year at
Illinois State
and remained
active throughout her student
tenure, serving
as president
Annette States '96 her senior year,
started her
duties as assistant director of Alumni
Services in August.
With primary responsibility for
developing programs for young alumni
and current sn1dents, States also serves
as advisor to the Student Alumni
Council, manages the new Student
An1bassadors progran1, ru1d coordinates commencement activities for tl1e
Alumni Association Board of Directors.
In addition, she will serve as staff liaison to the College of Education.
"With Annette's past experiences
\vith the Student Alumni Council and
our staff, she was able to inlmediately
begin to make an impact," said
Barbara lipsord Todd '79, M.S. '84,
director of Alumni Services.
"I am very excited to be working
in a department at Illinois State that
greatlyaffected my college career,"
States said. "I am fortunate to have
had a very positive experience at
Illinois State. Through my position I
hope to work with programming that
,viii continue to enhance tl1e Illinois
State experience for students ru1d
alumni."
States, who grew up in Hillsboro,
emerged from a national search to fill
this new position, which had been
filled on a tempora1y basis by Jennifer
Cowse11 '96 from Januaiy to August
I996. Cowsert left Illinois State to
enroll in a graduate program at
:-/01thern Illinois Cniversity.

Student Ambassadors
Even after only a limited number
of appearances, one group of Illinois
State University students has made an
impact like no others before them.
Student Ambassadors, organized at the
sta11 of the fall semester to represent
the University to campus 11sitors, have
received excellent reviews.
Eighteen students were selected in
an application and interview process
based on their academic achievement,
extracurricular activities, public speaking abilities, and pride in the
University. These students attend
numerous crunpus events and programs, including receptions, prospective student open houses, panel discussions, and other events attended by
campus visitors. In addition, they give
tours to special groups.
"We are extremely pleased ,vith
the response we have seen regarding
the Student Ambassadors," said
Annette States '96, assistant director of
Alumni Services and coordinator of the
program. "Ambassadors have been
used at Admissions functions, the
President's Tent prior to football
games, the dedication of the Nelson
Smith Building, and at Parents
Weekend and Homecoming activities.
"The campus visitors appreciate
the opportunity to talk ,vith current
students," States added. "Alumni as
well as the parents of prospective students have questions they want
an~wered by students, not administrators. These students represent the
University student body very well."

Alumni group singled
out for recognition
All alumni arc impo1tant to
Illinois State University, but on
September 26 a special group was singled out for recognition. Alunmi
employed at the University received
red carnations to we-ar that day, designated Sha.re the P1ide day. Full-time
employees who are also taking classes,
or alumni-in-residence, were presented ,vitl1 white carnations.
More than 900 flowers were delivered that morning, 759 to alumni
employees and 160 to employee-students. Student Ambassadors, members
of Student Alumni Council, and staff
from Alumni Services ru1d Human
Resources assisted in the deliveries,
which were made to nearly 100
campus offices.
The event was planned to coincide
,vith the annual State of the University
Address by President David Strand.
Those who received flowers were recognized at the start of the address.
The response from the campus
was very positive, ranging from, "I've
not been given a flower since my high
school prom," to "Thru1k you for the
recognition." In addition, the flowers
demonstrated the large number of faculty and staff who have elected to lend
their professional skills to their alma
mater, many not knowing others were
also alumni.

Red Tassel alumni,
where are you?
Current members of the Red
Tassel Chapter of M01tar Board are
trying to locate alumni who were
members of the honor society while
students.
Former Red Tassel members ru·c
asked to send their names, including
maiden names, home ancVor work
telephone numbers, ru1d addresses so
files can be updated.
Alumni are asked to indicate tl1e
year they were in Red Tassel and
whether the infonnation may be
shared ,11th other interested parties or
whether it should be used exclusively
for Mo1tar Board purposes.
Infonnation should be sent to
Illinois State University, Red Tassel
Chapter of Mortar Board, Student
Affairs, Office Campus Box 2100,
Nonna!, IL 61790-2100.

Alumni Career Network
The Alumni Career Network,
which was launched by Alumni
Services last fall, offers alumni the
opportunity to gain career infonnation
from one of Illinois State University's
most valuable resources-its alumni.
Hundreds of alumni have volunteered
to answer questions, meet for lunch,
conduct infonnation interviews, or
conduct a company tour to assist fellow graduates in seeking career or job
info1mation.
Not a job placement service, the
purpose of the network is to put alumni in touch \\1th otl1er alunmi who
share the same career interests.
Another important use of the Alumni
Career Network is to assist alumni who
are relocating.
The Alumni Career Network is a
benefit of Alumni Plus membership. If
you are interested in using the Alumni
Career Network to aid you in a job
search or career change, please contact Alunmi Services. There is no fee
for this service for Alumni Plus members. Alumni who arc not Alumni Plus
members may use the service for $15.
After your application is processed you will be sent an Alumni
Career Network Resource User's Guide
and the names and addresses of two
or three alumni whom you may contact. The exact arrangement~must be
coordinated between you and the
alumni volunteers and will vary
depending upon your needs and the
volunteer's abilities.
According to Barbara Tipsord
Todd '79, M.S. '84, director of Alumni
Services, the response to the network
has been very positive. In nearlyall
instances alumni who submitted applications were sent tl1e names and
addresses of three alumni in similar
career are-as. Although geographic
preference is matched if possible,
Todd encourages ,tlumni to also speak
with indi\1duals who live in other pa11s
of the nation. lnasmud1,l~ the purpose of the program is de\'elopment of
a personal nct\\'Ork and not job placement. location is not as relevant.
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To receive information
on being a volunteer for the
Alumni Career ~etwork or
applying to use the network,
please call Alumni Services
toll free at (800) 366-4478.

Recruiters return
home in search of
job candidates
Once each semester
seniors have the opportunity
to meet and t,tlk with hundreds of potential employers
without leaving campus. A
long-st,mding program of
Counseling and Career
Services, Senior Day gives
company recruiters and
seniors the opportunity to
Illinois State graduates recruiting on campus
meet and talk informally.
this fall were,from left, Tracy Jansma '95,
For some of these
recruiters, what goes
Lansing; Christine Wright '92, Des Plaines;
around comes around. Of
Denise Warren '92, Bloomington; and Jim
the 350 recn1iters repreBlevins '88, Normal. Jansma and Wright are
senting 174 companies at
with National Futures Association in Chicago;
the fall Senior Day, more
Warren is wid1 Snyder Corporation; and
than 100 were Illinois State
Blevins is general manager of Osco Drug on
graduates.
College Avenue in Normal.
These alumni retum to
cmnpus from around the
state as well as from throughout the
Galle1y. Her first paycheck was $7. It
Midwest seeking future colleagues
didn't take long, however, for Bogguss
from the same educational system that
to obtain out-of-town gigs, and she
prepared them.
began to cam up to $325 per week
Many of the recruiters then return
pla}fag mid singing.
to campus throughout the semester to
After graduation Bogguss spent
conduct one-on-one inten~ews with
five years toming the counlly in a
students they met at Senior Day.
camper trnck. She enjoyed the life of
According to
Maureen (Beningo)
Roach '75, Counseling
mid Career Services
recrniting manager,
alumni are encouraged
to participate in Senior
Day. Because employers
arc sometimes looking
for people with expe1ience, alumni seeking
new jobs may want to
bring their resumes mid
meet recruiters.
There is no charge
to attend Senior Day.
Alumni also can use
Suzy Bogguss '80 signed autographs last fall in
other services offered by
Peoria on a tour promoting her latest album,
Counseling mid Career
Give Me Some IVbeels.
Services, some for a
nominal fee.
The next Senior Day
pulling into town and offe1ing a tavern
will be Thursday, Jmma1y 30. The fall
owner a de:tl he couldn't refuse. She
event is usually held in September. For
would play for donations at the main
additional infonnation, call (309)
square and adve11ise his place at the
438-2200.
smne time with posters she would create if she could play in his place that
night. Wherever there was m1 acoustic
Bogguss gets back
music scene-Chicago, Minneapolis,
to roots with Wheels
Greenwich Village, CambridgeThe campus haunt of Suzy
Bogguss was there.
Bogguss most likely contributed a
With dreams of making a record,
great deal to her current success as a
she moved to Nashville in 1985. She
recording artist. She reports that her
paid the bills by singing demos by day
first paid perlormance came during
and perlorming three nights a week at
her college years at Illinois State
a local rib joint. Bogguss was discovUniversity, where she received a bachered by talent scouts from Capitol
elor's degree in art in 1980.
Nashville while singing at Dollywood,
During the downtime from her
Dolly Parton's theme park in eastern
college studies she began to fraternize
Tennessee's Smoky Mountains. Atape
at the local coffeehouses on campus
of her music that she sold at the park
and soon landed ~ job singing at The
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Can you help us?
We are searching for lost Alumni. If you have information about the following, please Wlite us at Jllinois State university,
Alumni/Development lnfonnation Services, Cmnpus Box 3060, ~onnal, ll 61790-3060, or call (309) 438-8027.
Phyllis (Holderman) Abbott '52

Doan Hai '69

Robert Panzica '69

Abbas Akhavein '67

Carol (Kratochvil) Haisman '69

Pana Pappas '69

Alan Alt '69

Kenneth Hancock '69

Sadie (Taylor) Perkins '69

Linda (Belangee) Anderson '69

Jo Harris '69

Joyce (Brazer) Anliker '63

Carole Peterson '69
Russell Peterson '69

Donald Armstrong '69
Myra Bakalyar '69

Sharon (Nelson) Hart '69
Angela Havel '69

Thomas Philo '66

Michael Hayes '69

Jane Pickering '69

Samuel Baker '69

Kathleen Hegeman '69

Hollis (Williams) Pickett '69

Sarah Baltz '69
Connie Becker '69
John Bellnap '69

Peggy (Black) Heidelberg '69
Kathleen (Schimmel)
Herrmann '69

Mary (Blackford) Plummer '69
Nancy Polich '69

James Bendix '69

Rudy Heyen '69

Joyce (Alford) Bennett '69

Jean Hirsh '69

James Berg '69
Kathie (White) Berg '69

Richard Hobbs '69

Carol (Pugsley) Profitt '69
Judith (Osterman) Pruitt '69
Betty Rich '69

Jon Holstead '69

Patricia Riggs '69

Sandra Biederstadt '69

Kathryn (Lindsey) Huffman '69
Richard Hummert '69

Michael Binkley '69

John Power '69

Rebecca (Schwalbe) Roarick '69
Carol Robbins '69

Mary Blakesley '69

Paula Humphrey '69

Connie (Kuhlman) Booth '69

John Hunt '69

Karen Robertson '69
Sandra Roth '69

Michael Bopp '69
Paul Bourns '57

Terrie Irving '69

Charles Rowley '69

Gayle (Capps) Bourret '69

Diane (Roth) Jacobson '69
Mary (Lareau) James '69

Marla (Sajovic) Rusling '69
Robert Rynell '69

John Boyer '69

Cleo Jensen '62

Sheryl Boyer '69
Christine Brown '69

Gwendolyn (Evans) Johnson '69
Richard Johnson '69

Jack Bruno '69

Rosalia Johnson '69

Harry Bryant '69

William Johnson '69

David Burke '69
Jayne (Patton) Caldwell '69

Paula (Trumper) Jones '69
Sandra (Jurkins) Jones '69

Lynn Schroeder '69

Janelle Campeggio '69

David Jupp '69

Donna Schwind '69

Nancy Carter '69

Joanne Kapper '69

Nancy Chudoba '69
Rex Cleveland '61

Fred Kawalski '69
Bernadette Keenan '69

Cheryl (Klinger) Segeri '69
Linda Senyshyn '69

Larry Colwell '58

Eleanor Keim '52

Annette (Sobb) Congalton '69
Hartley Coulter '69
James Cromer '69

Thomas Kelley '69
Joanne Kenagy '69
James Kiefer '69

Nancy Crowley '69

Mariclare Kincaid '69

David Curry '69
Nancy Curry '65

Victoria (Belski) Kinsell '69
Nora (Kuehne) Kirchner '56

Mary Curtis '69

Larry Knuth '69

Clayton Dahl '69

Judith Kopriva '69

Kathleen (Frost) David '69
Jesse Davis '53

Linda Kubina '69

Mary (Myrick) Davison '69
John Dibenardo '69
Gary Dilbaitis '69
Jan (Willis) Dobson '69
Barbara Dollaske '69

Martha (Johnson) Larson '69
May Lau '69
Saibu Layeni '69
Jeff Lesemann '69
Sandra Lohn '69
Gilles Lonteen '69

Pamela (Byler) Sallee '69
Donna (Neuman) Sartor '69
Rosemary Sauper '69
Louise (Mrs) Scanlan '69
Janet (Puyear) Scheurich '69
Robert Scholl '69

Mary (Hallett) Sexton '69
Susan (Thoma) Shaffer '69
Patricia Siemion '69
Robert Sikorski '69
Phillip Silsby '69
Noreen Simpson '69
John Sincavage '67
Bonita (Moncelle) Singletary '69
Etta (Hall) Smith '69
Barbara Southon '69
Rodney Springer '69
Joellen Stadler '69
Lana Starek '69
Paul Stolfi '69
Dorris Stone '69
Sherry (Vanwaning) Storrs '69

Norman Magruder '69

Mae (White) Stribling '69
Jeffery Sylvester '69
Alfredo Taylor '69

Ira Dugan '69

Larry Mann '69
Virginia Mann '69

Carol Dunkel '69

Marilyn (Stains) Mattys '67

Beverly (Cox) Earles '69

Jeanette (Miller) Maurice '69

Mary Doyle '69
William Duffield '60

Dianne (Fraser) Taylor '69
Michael Timmins '69
William Tonkin '69

Richard Earles '69

Dale McBride '69

Marian (Lundvall) Ellis '64
Kay (Nord) Elmore '69

Marcia McConnell '69
Dennis McGuire '69

Douglas Ferguson '68

Ronald Mclay '69

Roy Van Horn '64

Jewel Ford '69

Deloras (Price) Meitzler '69

Mary Vincent '69

Janet (Whittinghill) Fowler '69
Linda Frary '69
Deean Frey '69

Donna (Sutter) Melzer '69

Frances (Bates) Waible '69

Rodney Mers '69
Judith (Haling) Meyer '69

Barbara Tucker '69
Karen Tuer '69
Marvin Turi '66

Rebecca (Arvin) Waldeck '69
James Weber '69

Katherine (Shahan) Gara '69

Linda (Martin) Miller '69

Dennis Gaudio '69

Corliss (Hozian) Mioduszewski '69

Linda (Anderson) Gaudio '69
Bruce German '69

Nancy Mo '69

Rebecca (Torres) Wiegand '69
Barbara Wiemer '59

Victoria (Eisenbacher) Moore '69

Mary (Schmidt) Wilkinson '69

Jeanette Gezendorf '69

Francis Moreau '69

Nancy Williams '69

Richard Glasson '62

James Mortensen '69

Duane Willis '69

Roy Goodson '69

Diane Nakielny '69

Shirley Wilson '69

Stanley White '69

J. Imogene Gray '47

Dianna Nicholson '69

Linda Winsor '69

Roberta Gray '61

Cynthia (Krabec) Nieminski '69

Karen (Jones) Green '69
Judith Gregory '69

Elizabeth (Tidwell) Nietzke '67
Patricia Omalley '69

James Wittevrongel '69
Dean Wolfe '69

Leslie Groome '39

Miriam Palmer '69

Roscoe Worrell '69
Diane (Sutherd) Zawislak '69

By the spring of 1972 Illinois SUie Universiiy had identified the Social Seauily number as the internal indi,idual unique identifier for all person-related databases. The continued use
of die Social Sccurily number as lhe indi1idual unique identifier for the management of student records by Illinois State is in accordance "id, the Pri,acy Act of 1974.
Restrictive access has been implemented for individuals who request d1at the l:ni,~rsi~•limit the access 10 die Social Securiiy number lndi1iduals seeking restrictive access should
submit their request in writing.
All alumni data shall be used only in suppon of Illinois State, the IWnois State Universi~• Alumni Association, and the Illinois State t;niversiiy Foundation.
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got into the hands of a label executive,
and three weeks later she was signed.
She returned briefly to her Central
lllinois roots last fall on an autograph
tour for her latest album, Give Me
Some Wheels, \\1th a stop in Peoria.
She admits that the making of this, her
seventh album and first full studio project in nearly three years-she took
time off after the bit1h of her soncame about as part of the call of the
open road from her (..>arlier days.
Making IVheels w:L5, for her, a process
of rediscovering the freedom, innocence, and spontaneity of those fom1ative musical years when she traveled
back and forth across the country with
her dog, Duchess, as her sole companion and the sheer spirit of adventure as her only game plan.
"Even though some of the lyrics
on Give Me Some Wheels are pretty
deep, what I really set out to do was
make a great dri,mg album," says
Bogguss, who won the Country Music
Association's 1992 Horizon Award and
the Academy of Counl!y Music's 1989
Best Female Vocalist trophy. "I really
hied to make a record that moves
right along and sweeps you up and

makes you want to get out
and drive somewhere, or
move your feet, or do something. The l)'lics just kind of
seep in along the way."

Don't forget!
The newest edition of
the Illinois State University
alumni directory is scheduled for production in Ap1il.
Last fall all alumni should
have received a questionnaire to complete and
return in order to update
their biographical information for publication. Alumni
who did not return this
questionnaire ,'111 be sent a second
questionnaire in February. This will be
your last chance to update your personal information for publication and
purchase a copy of the directo1y.
Alumni directories are published
eve1y five years. If you miss this chance
to find out about classmates and
friends, you
not have another
opportunity to do so until the next
century.

,,ill

JOIN

Alumni
Plus
TODAY!
Single $30

0

Homecoming dates
announced
Illinois State University's
Homecoming/Reunion '97 will be
October 3-5. Among the many special
acti\1ties planned are the Half Century
Club celebration for members of the
Class of 1947.
Other reunion classes are 1957
and 1967. All science graduates also
\\111 be in\1ted to reunion acti\1ties.

Honored guests in the
Homecoming '96 parade were
1939 Homecoming queen Dolly
Vance Secord, left, and 1944
queen Beverly Smith Lindsey.

Your Alumni Plus membership provides Illit1ois State University more opportunities to communicate ,,1th you and gives the alumni association additional financial resources for programs
and sernces.
Be one of the increasing number of alumni who have chosen to assist the University by suppo11it1g such progran1s a5 Homecoming, chapters, affinity clubs, alumni awards, external relations
event5, and many others through their memberships in Alumni Plus.
Join Alumni Plus today and take advantage of the newest benefit-the Alumni Career Network.
OnlyAlumni Plus members may, ,,1thout paying the S15 fee, use the network to tap into the alumni
volunteer database for assistance in developing their career network5 (see page 16.)
Hundreds of other graduates have made a commitment to strengthen tl1eir ties with the Illinois
State University Alumni Association through their memberships in Alumni Plus. Your name 1\111 be
listed as a new member in tl1e next issue of the Alumni Plus Newsletter. Only members receive
this special publication.
Membership benefits are constantly being evaluated and improved. And, remembe1; only
Alumni Plus members receive discount prices on all events and programs offered by Alumni
Sernces and alumni chapters.

Please indicate type of annual membership:

0

Alumni Association
Board of Directors

Joint $45

If you are requesting a joint membership, plea5e complete:

Spouse's name
Maiden name

Social Security number

Name
Job title
Maiden name

Social Security number
Employer

Mailing address
Employer's mailing address
City
City
State

Zip
State

Zip

Home telephone
Employer's telephone
Job title

Payment options
Employer

0
0

Employer's mailing address

Check (payable to Alumni Association) enclosed
Charge my VISA, MasterCard, or Discover

City
State
Employer's telephone

Zip

Card number
Expiration date
Cardholder signature

Please return membership form with payment to Illinois State University,
Alumni Sernces, Campus Box 3100, Nonna!, IL 61790-3100.
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Don Fernandes '79,
President
Nonna!
Lynda (Lane) Lane '66
Vice President
McLean
Maty A1m Louderback '74
M.S. '80, Ph.D. '84
Secreta.Iy
Springfield
Mike Wiese '84, Treasurer
Bloomington
Jeff Fritzen '74
Past President
:-:ormal
Rollie Mercer '71, Executive
Committee Member
Normal
Sam Petty '7 I, Executive Committee
Member
Peoria
Richard Clemmons '72
Nom1al
Kathy Embry '84, M.S. '89
Forest Park
Ross Fairchild '39
Lexington
Dave Fowler '78
Ottawa
Donna (Stickling) Koch '66 M.S. '69
t\'orfolk, VA
Sherty Laible-White '80
Peo1ia
Ylark Langenfeld '69, M.S. ·75
'.'iormal
Dan Leifcl '66, M.S. '7 1
Bloomington
Michael McCuskey '70
Wa~hbum
Keith Middleton '39
Nonna!

Lois (Rademacher) Mills '62
M.S. '69
Lake Bloomington
Andrew Purnell '57
Matteson
Kellie Rubbel '95
Bloomington
Anne (Wyness) Sagins '89
Springfield
Don Shafer '76
Peoria
Dale Suner '6I
:-:om1al
Gary Tiffany '74
Rockford
Laura (Toncray) Kerrins '94
Bloomington
Nonna (Lebre) Van Scoyoc '62
Bloomington
Usa Thompson Wagner '93
Glen Ellyn

Alumni Services
Barbara Tipsord Todd '79, M.S. '84
Director
Jeff Larson
Associate Director
Julie Goodlick '81, M.S. '85
Assistant Director
Annene States '96
Assistant Director
Telephone: (309) 438-2586
Facsitnile: (309) 438-8057
E-mail: isualum@ilstu.edu
University Website:
http://www.ilstu.edu/

Illinois State Today

AlumniEvents
Agriculture Alumni
Association

Alumni of Student
Government

The Agriculture Alumni
Association in conjunction with the
Atliletics Depa11ment sponsored tl1e
Legends Chtssic II after the
Homecoming '96 football game. ~ot
only did this give students a chance to
see members of past Redbird men's
basketball teams, the event raised
money for scholarships.
The association has challenged
itself to live up to its new mission statement, which calls for ag alumni to
"work aggressively to maximize tl1e
excellence and success of Illinois State
University, its agriculture students and
alumni, and llie Department of
Ag1iculture."
For more info1mation on the
Ag1iculture Alumni Association, contact Tom Davis '81 at (309) 467-2414.

Problem: Many alumni of Illinois
State student government have looked
for reasons to get back together and
remember the good times. Some have
even asked how tl1ey can help cun-ent
leaders.
Solution: We have found a way!
During tl1e past two years a group of
student government alumni have been
organizing an alumni group-Alumni
of Student Government (ASG). This
group includes alumni who were student leaders ,villi SGA, SBBD, Senate,
BSU, GAIA, and ARH. We are working
at becoming chartered willi tl1e illinois
State University Alumni Association as
an official affinity club affiliate group.
Charter members have been signing up-more than 25 so far. Let us
know if you want to become a member. We have spoken at and helped
facilitate lliree student leadership conferences at Illinois State. Let us know if
you ,,1sh to pa11icipate. We have elect-

-

ed officers and written a mission statement. We've also sent out a couple of
introducto1y newsletters. Let us know
if you're not receMng them.
Future activities for our group
include
• March 1997: Help facilitate the
sp1ing student leadership conference on the Illinois State campus. At
least 10 alumni participants are
needed.
• June 1997: Asp1ing social event is
in llie works. Call us willi your ideas.
For further information, contact
Randy Fox '93, Chicago area, (630)
736-9772, or Jennifer Cowsert '95,
DeKalb, (815) 756-5731.

Atlanta area alumni
More than 30 alumni galliered at
the Chicago Spo11S Bar & Grill in
Atlanta last February to watch ESP~ as
the Illinois State Redbirds and the
Bradley Braves battled it out on llie
basketball court.

Despite the Redbirds'0 one-point
loss, the cntlmsiastic group expressed
an interest in attending future alumni
events, and they hope to fonn an
alunmi chapter in the ·'Olympic city."
There arc more than 700 alunmi in
the Atlanta area.
Anyone interested in volunteering
to help ,vith chapter acti,1ties may
contact Bill Gardner '77 at (770)
458-6792.

Chicago Downtown/North
Shore Alumni Chapter
Alunmi in the Chicago downtown
and '.'./orth Shore areas ought to check
out what's going on \villi llie local
alumni chapter. There are quite a few
enjoyable and thought-provoking
evenL5 coming up:
•March 1997: Acclaimed political science professor eme1itus John
Gueguen \vill speak on where
Ame1ica is domestically and internationally as we position ourselves for

the year 2000. This timelyevent will
take place sho11lyafter the presidential inauguration.
• April 1997: Alumnus John Healy '81,
who sta11ed his own highly successful public relations firm, will speak
on "Entreprenemial Spirit."
• June 1997: Agroup of us will be in
the audience for A Streetcar Named
Desire starring Gary Sinise and
directed by Terry Kinney '76 at
Chicago's renowned Steppenwolf
Theatre. Theatre in Chicago doesn't
get much better than Steppenwolfwhich was founded by and features
IUinois State alumni- and the
Tennessee Williams classic is a
proven favorite. Don't miss this
opportunity.
Other events lliis year include gettogethers to watch the Redbirds on
ESPN, comnmnity service work for
Toys for Tots and the Children's
Miracle Network Telethon.

1996 Alumni leaders conference

Nearly 50 alumni board members, chapter leaders, and affinity
club leaders gatl1ered for tl1e aimual
Alumni Leaders Conference, held off
campus for the first time ever at the
Holiday lnn in Willowbrook, just
south of Chicago, Saturday,
September 21. The conference
theme, in keeping \vith the location
change, was "Movin' On Cp!"
The conference is an opportunity for key alumni volunteers to gather
and network \vith each other and attend sessions designed to help lliem
enhance llieir leadership skills and inlprove llie management of their alumni
organizations.
Special guests at this year's conference included two members of the
Boai·d of Trustees, Jaime Flores '80 and Diai1e Glenn, who addressed the
group and ai1swered questions at llie luncheon; Susan Kem, assistant to tl1e
president and director of government and community relations; and Alvin
Goldfai·b, dean of the College of Fine A.Its, who helped present a session on
showcasing Illinois State faculty ai1d students in club acti\1ties.

..,

Trustee Jaime Flores '80, center, presents the Chapter of the
Year Award to the Chicago West Alumni Chapter, represented
by incoming chapter president William Wille '90, left, and
founding president Miron Marcotte '85.

Chapter and Club of the Year Awards
At the 1996 Alumni Leaders Conference two new awards were
announced ai1d presented for the first time. Based on crite1ia for excellence
in chapter/club programming, operations, planning, and participation, these
are llie highest awards an alumni association chapter or affinity club can
receive. Ahighlight in receiving tl1ese awards was tl1e presentation of
plaques and $I00 cash awards to each group by members of llie Board of
Trustees.

The Club of the Year Award went to the
Health Sciences Alumni Organi1,ation.
Paul Ronczkowski, one of the advisors
to the organization from the Health
Sciences Department, accepts the
award on behalf of the group from
Trustee Diane Glenn. The Health
Sciences Alumni Organization, chartered in 1991, had as its 1995-96 president Patrick Tagler '92. Incumbent
president is Catrina Eimer '93, and
campus liaison is Ellen Miller, Health
Sciences academic advisor.

Alumni leaders conference expo
Each participating group had llie opportunity to present a display of the
year's events and activities, to show off and share ideas of successes.
Winners were selected in
two catego1ies:
• 1995-96 Activity Highlight:
Metro Phoenix Alumni Chapter
for its chartering celebration at
the Ritz-Carlton in Phoenix,
April 1996, featuring President
David Strand
• 1995-96 Year in Review:
Chicago West Alumni Chapter

Winter 1997

Michael Willis '82 and Mae Bodie '79, representing
the Black Colleagues Association, explain some of the
goals for their group in the closing session.

Dave Fowler '78, alumni association board member,
explains the goals and purposes of the Chapters/Clubs
Committee in the opening session. He is outgoing
chairperson of the Chapters/Clubs Committee, which
helps plan and execute the annual conference.

Kathy Embry '84, M.S. '89, new chairperson
of the Chapters/Clubs Committee, presents a
"prize" to new Chicago West Alumni Chapter
president William Wille '90 for his group's
winning year-in-review display.
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AlumniEvents
Congratulations
Congratulations to the Illinois State [niversity Alumni Association's
newest officially chai1ered chapter, the Greater Peoria Area Alumni Chapter.
The chapter was formally voted a charter from the association at its annual
meeting September 7, 1996.
With more than 7,000 alumni in Peoria and surrounding communities
and with a talented ai1d creative charter board of directors, this chapter is
destined for great things. Kudos go to charter boai·d members Kristen
Emmert Shaner '86, Bill Shaner '87, Ken Harding '88, M.S. '91, Lori
(Lltwiller) Harding '85, Ben Wallen '73, and Jennifer Coffey '93.

Are you interested in finding out
more about becoming an active member of the Chicago Downtown/North
Shore Altunni Chapter? If so, contact
chapter president Tony Gorham '87 at
(630) 222-6171. Tony has this to say
about chapter leadership: "Having
been involved with chapter activities
for over three years now, I have seen
several rewards from the experience.
In addition to networking and development of my event plat1ning at1d leadership skills, I enjoy volunteering at1d
have made some wonderful friendships. If you are new to 01e area or
just looking for ways to meet fellow
alumni and participate in some exciting activities, call me! I'll be happy to
answer your questions about the
Downtown/No11h Shore Chapter. Go
Redbirds!"

Forensics Alumni Union
"'·

Anew alumni organization is
being organized by coaches at1d former members of the Illinois State
Forensics lnion. The Forensics Union
sponsors undergraduate competition
in debate and individual public speaking events against schools from
throughout the nation. Without question, the Forensics Union has been one
of the most successful competitive
intercollegiate programs in lllinois
State history, with mat1y individual
national champions at1d a team
national championship in 1995.
Asmall group of alumni met in
September to discuss the potential at1d

purposes of a Forensics Alumni Union.
This group of volunteers felt that alumni of the program could do great service for the University, its students, at1d
each other ,vith a formal alumni organi1.ation aimed at improving communication at1d interaction.
Julie Goodlick '81, M.S. '85, assistant director of Alumni Services (at1d,
incidentally, at1 alumna of the
Forensics Union), advised the group
on the procedures necessaiy to
become a chartered alumni group.
The organizing group met again in
October to continue the chartering
process.
Friends, current at1d former
coaches, at1d former members of the
Forensics Union are encouraged to
contact one of the follo,ving people to
get involved in the Forensics Alumni
linion: Rolat1d Spies '82 at (309) 8622518; Elighie Wilson III, M.S. '82, at
(309) 827-3165; Michael Downey '88
at (309) 686-7095; Bob Neuleib '64,
M.S. '70, at (309) 452-7540; Tom
Zeidler, director of indi,1dual events, at
(309) 438-7815 on campus; or Julie
Goodlick, Alumni Services, at (309)
438-2586 or (800) 366-4478.

Health Sciences
Alumni Organization
Christopher J. Wiat1t '72 returned
to the Illinois State campus in
September at the invitation of the
Student Environmental Health
Association. Agraduate of the

Chemistry Department, Wiat1t is the
deputy director of the Tri-County
Health Department in Englewood,
Colorado. He has also been involved in
national, state, at1d local environmental policy issues.
While on campus, Wiat1t was guest
lecturer for four environmental health
classes. He shared ca5e studies to
demonstrate the imporlatlce of collecting, ai1alyzing, and communicating
quality data. He also lectured a chemist1y class regarding the use of chlorine for water disinfection: "Do the
benefits still outweigh the risks?"
Alumni at1d community residents
attended his public presentation
September 18 at Bone Student Center
on "Risk communication at the Rocky
Mountain Arsenal." Wiat1t was instrumental in the arsenal superfund site
cleat1-up just outside Denver. For leading this two-year community effort, he
received the Commat1der's Award for
Public Service from the assistant secretary of the Army.
Students at1d faculty in the environmental health program thanked
Wiant at at1 informal dinner at1d
reception in his honor. We appreciate
the opportunity to have successful
alumni share their work experiences
in the classroom. Other alumni from
the Department of Health Sciences
interested in presenting a guest lecture
may contact f11en Miller, alumni liaison, at (309) 438-8329.

Kosnick '86, Ottawa, at (815) 4336930, or Vince Auten '85,
Indianapolis, at (317) 578-8575.

Greater Peoria Area
Alumni Chapter
Five members of the Gre-ater
Peoria Area Alumni Chapter attended
the September Alumni Leaders
Conference in Willowbrook, where
they took part in training dealing ,,1th
the development and mat1agement of
alUlllni chapters.
The chapter also has been busy
sponsoring at1d/or plaiming the fol10\ving activities: at1 illinois State faculty presentation in Peoria; a tailgate
party at the football game ,vitl1
Southern Illinois University; a pregame
reception when lllinois State takes on
Bradley in men's basketball in Peoria;
at1d a holiday shopping bus trip to
downtown Chicago.
For further information about the
chapter's activities, contact Kristen
Emmert Shat1er '86 at (309) 2631238.

Metro Phoenix
Alumni Chapter
In August Phoenix alumni at1d
friends enjoyed a picnic and a baseball
game between the Vancouver
Canadiat1s and the Phoenix Firebirds.
The Firebirds fell to the Canadiai1s, but
alumni had a good time on a hot (twical!) Phoenix summer evening. At this
event the chapter wa5 pleased to have
as its special guest Pe01ia (Illinois)
resident at1d lllinois State Alumni
Association board member Sat11 Petty
'71, who was in town on a business
hip. Another special alumni guest in
attendatlce--a pleasat1t surprisewas Jeff Kowalczyk '90, who resides in
Bloomington but is an Ea5tern League
Class M Minor League un1pire at1d
was the first ba~e umpire.

Marching Band
Alumni Club
We got the band back together! A
gro,ving number of alumni, nearly
100, formed at1 alumni marching band
to participate in the Homecoming '96
parade. Big Red Marching Machine
alumni also gathered for a lunch, the
parade rehearsal, at1d the football
game.
Some of these dedicated musical
alumni are working to form at1 official
Marching Bat1d Alumni Club. If you
would like to become part of this
group, please contact either Terry

Alumni from the Phoenix area and special guests who turned out to
cheer on the Phoenix Firebirds minor league baseball team this past
summer were,from left, Sam Petty '71 of Peoria, a member of the
alumni association board; Lori Pasulka '85; Jeff Kowalczyk '90 of
Bloomington, the first base umpire at the game; Stefene (Costello)
Richards '92; Deborah Coloma-Roessle '83; George "Chip" Richards,
M.S. '94; and Mark Johnson '82.

CHAPTER/CLUB CONTACTS
For information about
an alumni chapter near you
Atlanta
Bill Gardner '77
(770) 458-6792
Bloomington-Normal
Denise Ra}rner '92 (Normal)
(309) 454-2158
Chicago Downtown/North Shore
Tony Gorham '87 (Elgin)
(847) 695-7348
Chicago West
Will Wille '90 (Itasca)
(708) 875-0136
Greater Peoria Area
Kiisten Enunert Shat1er '86
(Morton)
(309) 263-1238
Greater Philadelphia Area
Phil Tiipp '75, M.S. '77 (West
Chester, PennsylVat1ia)
(610) 431-1524
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Metro Phoenix
Deboral1 Coloma-Roesslc '83
(Scottsdale, Arizona)
(602) 992-7072
Minneapolis-St. Paul
Angela DeLong '93
(612) 521-2627
Rock River Valley
Cindy (Pembe11on) Robson '89
(Rockford)
(815) 397-7163
Springfield Area
Julie Goodlick
Alumni Services (on cat11pus)
(800) 366-4478
Greater St. Louis Metro
Don Necessary '74 (St. Louis)
(314) 831-6419

Washington, D.C., Area
Gay Cakora '86 (Bethesda,
Ma1ylat1d)
(301) 530-7619
or
Julie Odette '88, M.S. '90
(Manassas, Virginia)
(703) 368-9651

Contacts for
alumni affinity clubs
Agriculture Alumni Association
Tom Davis '81 (Washington)
(309) 444-9987
Alpha Tau Omega Theta TI1eta
Alumni Association
George Swarts '87 (Wheeling)
(847) 215-8345
Black Colleagues Association
Andrew Purnell Ji: '57 (Matteson)
(708) 747-4394

Forensics Alumni Union
Roland '82 or Dat1a (Paulsen) '83
Spies (l\ormal)
(309) 862-2518
or
Elighie Wilson III, M.S. '82
(Bloomington)
(309) 827-3165
Health Sciences Alumni
Organization
Ellen Miller (on campus)
(309) 438-8329
or
Catrina (Parker) Eimer '93
(Bloomin!,'lon)
(309) 829-5453
Honors Alumni Association
Leta (Floyd) Buhnnat1n '86
(Normal)
(309) 454-8107
or
Kerry Kalus '87, M.S. '89
(on eat11pus)
(309) 438-2559

Marching Band Alumni
Teny Kosnick '86 (Ottawa)
(815) 433-6930
or
Vince Auten ·35 (Indiat1apolis)
(317) 578-8575
or
Dan Fanis (on campus)
(309) 438-8834
Recreation Alumni Society
Ap1il Pawlowski ·93 (Rockford)
(815) 874-4538
Social Work Alumni Network
Danin Salzman '90 (:'-lormal)
(309) 888-4108
Alumni of Student Government
Randy Fox '93 (Rolling Meadows)
(847) 397-2947
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LEGACY FAMILIES
Nearly a quarter of the new students at lllinois State University for the fall 1996 semester
were f ollowing in the footsteps of a family member. For the first time, a question regarding f amily members who attended Illinois State was included on the new student applications.
Of the 5,028 new students, includingfirst--year and transfer students, 849 (or nearly 17 percent) indicated they were an lllinois State legacy-a parent, grandparent, sibling, aunt, uncle, or
other relative attended the University before them.Although data is still being analyzed a nd the
full impact will not be realized for several years, it appears legacy students have a stronger interest in the University than do those who have no previous relationship.
Included in the 849 enrolled students were 152 from Cook
County, 147 from McLean County, two from out of state, and one
from another country
A reception sponsored by Alumni Services was held during
Family Weekend in the fall semester to honor those legacy students
and their family members. Patrick Martin, a first-year ·student and the
stepson of Ed Corbin '68, was presented the fourth Student Alumni
Council-Marian H. Dean Legacy Scholai·ship at the reception. The $800
one-time award is given to the son or daughter of an Illinois State
graduate.Applications/or the 1997 scholarship will be available from
Alumni Services in June 1997.
Legacy relationships among the families at tin reception included Barbara (Hammer)
Schaudt '73 and son
siblings wbo attended Illinois State togethe1; some past and some preClark Comstock attended
sent, as well as children who have followed in their parents'footsteps.
Special guest was Steve Adams, director ofAdmissions at Illinois State.
the annual legacy
reception on campus
Theis family
during Family Weekend.
The Theis family is a three-generation Illinois State legacy. Raymond
C.Theis graduated in 1917 and his wife,Vivian LawsTheis,in 1921.Their
daughter, Marilyn Theis Sparrow, graduated in 1946 and completed a
master's degree in 1969. Marilyn's daughter, Marlyse Mitchell Anderson,
received her undergraduate degree in 1973 and her master's in 1974.
Marilyn is a retired teacher and lives in Minier. Marlyse is a guidance
counselor for Glenview Junior High School and lives in Rock Island. In
addition, Marilyn's aunt, Ethel Theis, and great-aunt, Flora Theis, are also
gr-.tduates. Both Marilyn and her mother were Fell Hall honor residents.

Lindsey family
Robert ]. Lindsey '46, M.S. '50, can trace his Illinois State legacy for
more than 100 years. His gr-mdfather, Charles E. Lindsey, attended the
University in the 1860s. His father, Richard V Lindsey, received a two-year
degree in 1910 and a bachelor's degree in 1920. His mother.Jessie
Bramer Lindsey, also received a two-year degree, in 1911.
Robert met his wife, Beverly Smith Lindsey '45, while a student at
the University.Their two sons both gr-.tduated as well. Robert]. Lindsey
Jr. received a bachelor's degree in 1968 and a master's degree in 1973.
Richard V Lindsey II received a bachelor's degree in 1973.

Patrick Martin received
the Student Alumni
Council-Marian H. Dean
Legacy Scholarship
during Family Weekend.
He is joined by his
stepfather, Ed Corbin '68.

'49

'56

'66

Mary Lighthall, Clinton, is retired.

Delores (Preston) Brown,
Mackinaw, is employed by Suzuki
Sllings for Pekin public schools and
the Sun Foundation, Peoria.

Kenneth Williams, Belleville, is
president of KLW Enterp1ises.
Susan Gonnan Pierce and her husband are retired and travel along the
Florida coast in their sailboat. They
maintain a post office box in
Mackinaw.

'53
Alice Purdes, M.S. '54, Ph.D. '76,
Madison, is
retired after 43
years in education. She was
chairperson of
the Language
Alis Department of
Venice-Lincoh1
Technical
AlicePurtles
Center.

'54

'57
Betty (Meador) Widmer, Cedar
Rapids, Iowa, is self-employed as a
piano teacher.

'61
Reg Weaver was elected vice president of the National Education
Association. He is a midclle school science teacher in Harvey and was named
an Ebony Maga1jne Influential Black
Educator.

Art Ward, M.S. '62, and wife, Willa

(Oetter) '54, are retired in Leesburg,
Florida.
Leonard Hodgman, M.S. '57,
received the National Council for
Geographic Education's Distinguished
Teaching Achievement Award.
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'62
Grace (Hodges) Dilhnan, M.S., was
a guidance counselor at ChiddixJunior
High School 22 years before reti1ing.
She and her husband, Be1yl, reside in
l\onnal and San Diego, California.

'67
Randall Lloyd, M.S. '71, is principal
of Glenn Elementary School in .\lonnal.
Robert Walling, M.S. '70, is in technology sales ,vith Buzzeo, Inc. He lives
in Atlanta, Georgia.
Bob Haisman, M.S. '71, was reelected president of the Illinois Education
Association last spring.

'68
Richard Degitz, Momence, is a
junior high and high school choral
instructor for Momence School
Disllict. He was a guest conductor of
Magic Kingdom Band at Walt Disney
World in Florida on June 20, 1996.

James Stewart, M.S. '79, was promoted to full professor at Oregon
Institute of Technology, Klamath Falls,
Oregon.
Betty (Elder) Mackay received her
Master of Arts in education from San
Jose State University.

'70
Jack Johnson is executive director of
Boy Scouts of America Buckeye
Council in Ohio.
Don Witherow, M.S. '73, is principal of Hudson Elementary School.
Sandra (Davidson) Hannon, M.A.,
Ph.D. '90, is the interim a5sistant to
the president for affinnative
action/equal opportunity and director
of affinnative action at Illinois State
University.

'71
Don Gillan, M.S. '74, is ptincipal at
Field FJementaty School in Nonnal.
Rodney Stith is a ,1siting assistant
professor of business administration at
Illinois Wesleyan Lniversity,
Bloomington. lie has authored papers
on topics ranging from growth rates to
financing contemporary popular
music.

'72
Mary Novy-Mackey, Hinsdale, is
president of an insurance brokerage,
Macl\ov & Associates, Inc.
Dan Galloway is the principal of
Stevenson High School, Lincolnshire.
He also is an executive board member
of the Illinois Staff Development
Council and a consultant for the
Midwest region of the College Board.
Robert Gallup is administrator of
Northwest Radiology Network,
Indianapolis, Indiana.
Marilee Niehoff, M.S. '73, Ph.D.
'76, was named to the 1996 class of
Leadership America. She is a consultant ,vith Niehoff Associates.

'74
Terry Phillips,
M.S., Chicago,
is the 1996-98
governor of
S01·optimist
International of
the Americas'
Midwest
Region. She
is
employed by
Terry Phillips
Frankel/Fabric
One as design and marketing director.
Janice (Lynch) Varner is a vocal
music teacher at Central A & M School
Dist1ict 21, Moweaqua.
Barbara (Devlin) lllg was granted
tenure at North Central College and
promoted to the academic rank of
associate professor of accounting. She
and her husband, Gary, and two children live in .\laperville.
John DiMascio, M.S. '79, WlL~ elected to the Illinois Education Association
Board ofDirectors. lie is a fifth grade
teacher at Fieldcrest School, Minonk.

'75
Kent Weitman, M.A. '77, M.F.A.
'77, Park Ridge, is self-employed as a
piano instructor/freelance musician.
William Devenport is an assistant
professor in the electronics management and electronics technology programs in the Department of

lnfonnation Management Systems at
Southern Illinois University at
Carbondale.
Pam
(Malone)
Mettler is
director of public relations for
Horizon Group,
Inc. She and
her husband,
Mark, reside in
Grand
Rapids,
Pam (Malone)
Michigan.

Mettler

Betty "B. J." (Griffin) Friedman is
chairperson of the Department of
Family and Consumer Sciences at
Southwest Texas State university, San
Marcos, Texas.

'76
Gary Masching is president of Vfech
Industties, llC, Wheeling.
Ruth (Bear) Cohn, Pine Plains, New
York, is a music therapist for Taconic
D.D.S.O.
Stan Friedman, M.S., is a lecturer
for the Department of Psychology at
Southwest Texas State University, San
Marcos, Texas.

'77
Robert Loy is a teacher and ~-..virr1
coach at Bloomington High School. He
and his wife, Shelley, reside in Nonnal.
Gregory Johnson, M.S. '80,
Cumming, Georgia, was commissioned
to sculpture a life-size bronze statue of
a fanner with a little girl holding
chickens to commemorate the hard
work and dedication of the poultry
fanner.
Paula Hauptman manied Rodney
Hagai· in June. They reside in Nonna!.
Brenda Scheuennann is associate
professor in the Depattment of
Curriculum and Instruction at
Southwest Texas State, San Marcos,
Texas.

'78
Sally (Sparks) Hoffmann, N01mal,
is employed by BroMenn Healthcare in
infonnation systems. She is also a selfemployed private flute/piano/voice
teacher and has been the music director for Miller Park plays.

'79
Kathryn Van Fossan, Bradley, is
library director for Olivet l\a1.arene
University.
Ron Schweinberg, M.S. '86, teaches
at Oakdale Elementary School in
l\onnal.

'80
Karen (Costin) Kadar, M.S. '82,
was elected chairperson of the
l\ational Association of State
Motorcycle Safety Administrators. She
is president of Comprehensive Safety
Systems, Inc., F1idley, Minnesota, a
nonprofit organization she founded in

1993.
Teresa (Barnett) Hall, M.S. '81,
C.A.S. '86, is ptincipal at h'\1ng
Elementary School in Bloomington.
She and her husband, Charles, reside
in Maroa.
Chika Nnamani, M.A. '82, M.S.
'84, is director of the Office of
Residential Ufe at Illinois State
University.
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'81
Joseph Davis
graduated from
Rutgers Law
School,
Camden, New
Jersey, in May
1996. lie is
employed by
KfiliB-FM

105.7, Grand
Prairie, Texas,
as program director and afternoon
drive personality.
Linda (Rendleman) Allen, Oreana,
is an elementary music specialist for
Decatur public schools.
Lynn (Lehman) Payette, M.M.,
\Vheaton, is director of One Voice
Choir.
Becky (Coleman) Webster,
Fairbury, is secreta1y/registrar for
Prairie Central High School.
David Sam is
dean of the
Community and
Technical
College at the
Cnivcrsity of
Akron. He and
his wife, Julie,
and two children reside in
David Sam
North Canton,
Ohio.
Laura (Threlfall) Irvine, M.S. '92,
is a claims adjuster for Gieco

Joseph Davis

Insurance Co., Fredericksburg,
Virginia. She and her husband,
Andrew, live in Spotsylvania, Virginia.

'82
David Deneen is an associate vice
president of investments at Evern
Securities, Inc. He and his wife,
Kathleen, reside in Bloomington.
Lisa (Tomblom) (McGann) Kyper,
Harrisburg, Penn~ylvania, is a registered nurse in the open heart surge1y
unit at Polyclinic Meclical Center,
Hanisburg.
Randall Jannusch was named a partner at Dunbar, Breitweiser & Co.,
Bloomington.

'84
Joni (Bastian)
Mitchell is the
director for
career services
at McKendree
College,
Lebanon.
Penny Kleen,
M.S. '88, is an
associate pro]<mi (Bastian)
fessor
of
Mitchell
accounting for
Quincy
Gniversity's Division of Business and
Computer. She received a Ph.D. from
the University of Missomi-Columbia in
August 1996.
Andrew LaFrence is a partner at

KPMG Peat Manvick LLP, Minneapolis,
Minnesota. He and his ,vife, Janet, and
four children reside in Plymouth,
Minnesota.
Erika Hudson married Richard
Juliano and is the community liaison
for the Illinois secretary of state. TI1ey
reside in Chicago.

'85
Wanda Wilber married Larry Eckert
and is a partner in the lawfilm,
Sato1ius and Wilber, Jacksonville,
1'101ida. They reside in Orange Park,
Flotida.
Sandra Hammer, M.S. '92, married
Michael Fay and is a student employment coordinator at Illinois Wesleyan
University. They reside in Bloomington.

'86
Valerie Schweickert and John
Spivey, M.S. '90, were married in
June 1996. Valetic is a school counselor in the D\vight school system, and
Jolm is self-employed. They live in
'.'formal.
Tracy Stroyan-Maynard, M.S. '88,
retired as Illinois Wesleyan University's
head volleyball coach to spend tinle
with her daughter born in May 1996.
Susanne Struebing-Dornbusch,
Lebanon, New Jersey, received her
Ph.D. in counseling and psychology
from Rutgers University, Kew
Brunswick, New Jersey. She teaches in
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or family changes that you would like reported in Illinois State Today.

Return to
Illinois State University, Alumni Services, Campus Box 3100, Nonna!, IL 61790-3100
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'87
Denise (Spangler) Mewborn, M.S.
'89, was the recipient of a 1996-97
Wy Teaching Fellowship from the
University of Georgia, where she is an
assistant professor in mathematics
education.

'88
Lisa Morris-Jury, Dunedin, Flotida,
is midclle school choral director for
Oak Grove Midclle School, Clearwate1;
Flo1ida.
Jennifer (Weddig) Morely and her
husband, Mark '90, reside in
Maryville. Jennifer is a vete1inarian,
and Mark is a development specialisttraining for Country Companies.
Beth (Netherton) Wiest and her
husband, Mike, have a new baby, Scott
Michael, born August 9. Beth is a
senior auditor for Hartmarx Corp.
They reside in Carol Stream.
Caryn Brieschke married Charles
Leake in May 1996.
Erin Towle, M.B.A. '90, is employed
as a computer systems manager by
Illinois State University. She manied
Thomas Dwyer. They live in Lexington.
Patricia Lebreton, M.B.A., is a visiting instructor in business at Illinois
Wesleyan University. She has conducted research with the European
Community and served as director of
international licensing and manager of
international marketing research for
Harley-Davidson.

'89

Professional title or position

City
(
Spouse's employer's telephone

the Hunterdon County school system.
She and her husband,Jim, and son
reside in Maryland in the Washington,
D.C., area.
Cynthia (Swanson) Clancey
received a Master of A11s in elementary
education from San Jose State
University
Karen (Denzer) Eilts, B.S.E. '91, is
a teacher in Minonk. She and her husband, Rick, were manied in June
1996 and reside in Nonna!.
Reginald Summerrise is the o,,~1er
of Le Penseur Youth Sen1ces, Chicago.

Perry Schoon, M.S. '90, is employed
by Illinois State University He and his
wife, Kelly, were married in July 1996
and reside in Bloomington.
Richard Wahls II is a risk management specialist for Allstate Insurance
Co., Illinois region.
Rick and Rebecca Billingsley '93,
M.S. '95, were married in July 1996.
Rebecca is a speech-language pathologist at Woodland School Disttict 50,
Gages Lake.
Victor Puscas Jr. pr-act.ices general
litigation at Querrey& Harrow's Joliet
office.
Wing Chark, Woodridge, is an officer
at Northern Trust Company, Chicago.

'90
Christine Rehor-Federico is assistant director of the new student recreation and fitness center at Lewis
University, Romeoville. She and her
husband, Creig, have two children.
Volkan Sumer, M.S. '93, and wife,
Merry (Coopman) '92, reside in
Grand Rapids, Michigan, where Volk is
an emergency room doctor and Meny
is a physician's assistant.
Eric Hart, M.S. '92, is an event coordinator ,vith Ogden Entertainment
Services.
Eric and Beth Peterson '91 were
married in April 1996. They reside in
Ames, Iowa.

Dan Schopp, Danvers, is manager of
Illinois Bank's Danvers location.
Jennifer Percy, M.S. '96, manied
Joseph Lowrance in June 1996. She is
a fifth grade teacher at Washington
Elementary School, Bloomington.

'91
James Michael has a master's degree
in epidemiology from the University of
Illinois. lie is a health care analyst for
Health Services Advisory Group,
Phoenix, Arizona. He and his ,vife,
Kathleen, reside in Tempe, Arizona.
Kevin Segerstrom is a security officer at Caterpillar, Inc., Pontiac. He and
his wife, Heather, reside in
Bloomington.
James Brackney is art director for
Rival Corp., Kansas City, Missomi. He
and his wife, Ruth, reside in Kansas
City.
Nicole (Gaydosh) Graltam,
Springfield, is employed as a cash
management sales representative for
First of America.
Leann Rankin is clirector of sales and
marketing for Jumer"s Hotel and
Casino. She manied Bret Starkey in
June 1996,
Lori Nafziger and James Stoddard
were manied in May 1996. Loli is the
director of student services at Sylvan
Learning Center, Atlanta, Georgia.
James is an account manager for
Kalions Way Tanspott Service, Atlanta.
They reside in ~orcross, Georgia.
Thomas Forman, M.S. '93, is a
school psychologist in McHenry. He
and his ,vife, Paula, live in Hoffman
Estates.
Andrea Alvey manied Michel Khalaf
in June 1996. They reside in Cairo,
Egypt.

'92
Linda Phelan manied Matt Spurgin
in July 1996. She is a systems analyst
at State Fann Insurance Co. They
reside in Bloomington.
Terry Peeples, Shorewood, is adjunct
faculty and percussion instructor at
Joliet Junior College, Prairie State
Community College, and Le,vis
University lie is a drummer for a
Chicago band, Five Guys ~amed Moe.
Sara Brown married Daniel Ryerson
in June 1996. She is employed at
Mount Sinai Hospital Medical Center in
the department of psychiatry. They
reside in Chicago.
John Cisco is a musician. He married
Cathetine Smith in June 1996. They
reside in Nashville, Tennessee.
Susan Azukas married James
Discher! in May 1996. She is attending
graduate school at the University of
Illinois and is employed by LoganMason Mental Health, Lincoln.

'93
Laura Scoville married Patrick Neri
'94 in May 1996. Laura is an art
teacher, and Patrick is a restaurant
manager. They reside in Nonna!.
Keith Knepp
received a
Nicholas].
Pisacano, M.D.,
Memotial
Foundation
Scholarship
while in his
fourth year as a
medical student
Keith Knepp
at the University
of Illinois College of Medicine, Peoria.
Keith is president of the student Family
Medicine Interest Group and a mem-
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ber of the Pre-Clinical Curriculum
Committee. He and his wife, Michelle,
and two children live in Eureka.
Kirk Ellis is an assistant manager in
the electrical department at Menards.
He married Jayne Bolender in July
1996, and they reside in Towanda.
Debra (Nichols) Hanson, Loves
Park, is a graduate student in special
education at Northem Illinois
University.
Nancy Pollastrini and Robert
Stogsdill '94 were manied in June
I996. Nancy is a claims representative
at State Fann Insurance. TI1ey reside in
Normal.
Mark Dorencz and Melissa King
'94 were married in June 1996. They
reside in Chicago.
Derek Sieg is a physical education
teacher at Gibson City-Melvin-Sibley
School District. In June 1996 he married Kathryn Daniel '94. She is an
office manager. They reside in
Bloomington.
Sally Rieker married Gary Salegna in
June 1996. She is in the information
systems department of State Farm
Insurance. They live in Normal.
Chad McKell7.ie is employed by
Royse Group, Champaign. His wife,
Wendy Lowery '96, is a photo lab
technician at Flash Photo in Eastland
Mall, Bloomington. They reside in
Champaign after a June 1996 wedding.
Robert Merrill is ,Ul advanced digital
cm1ographer for Rand Mct\ally Co.,
Skokie. He manied Jacqueline Beasley
in Ap1il 1996. They reside in '.li]es.
Michael Stahl received the Dr.
Vaylord Ladwig Memo1ial Scholarship.
He is a student at the l niversity of
Illinois Collep,e of Vetcr,nary Mcchcine
at Urbana.
Marianne Morgan manied Marshall

Kaisner in June 1996. She is a supervisor for State Farm Insurance.
Karen Roberts married David Wyse
in May 1996. She is a sales assistant
with Smith Barney in Chicago, where
they reside.
Brian Schmidt is an information analyst for TI1e P1incipal Financial Group,
Des Moines, Iowa.

'94
Stacey Ward is a field claims representative for Country Companies
Insurance, imley Park. He and his
wife, Beth, reside in Chicago.
Dwanette Sutton and Eric Voelzke
were married in August 1996. She is a
certified public accountant at Lynn
Chessman, Bloomington. They reside
in Bloomington.
Brian Jakowitsch is a manager at
Menard~. He and his wife, Shelley,
reside in Lake Zurich.
Bruce Krieg, M.B.A., is a product
manager for IBM in Anixter. He and
his \vife, Stacy, reside in Bloomingdale.
Amelia Green married Kirk
Veitengrnber in June 1996. She is
employed by Kronos, Inc., Rosemont.
They reside in Hoffman Estates.
Brian Tiemeier is an assistant manager at Pin,a Ilut. He was married in
August 1996 to Krista Anderson.
Jerry Ray was elected president-elect
for the American Society of Safety
Engineers. He is a safety manager on
the technical staff of Lawrence
Uvennore National Laboratory's
Assurance Review Office.
Brent Escoubas is a loss control representative at Chubb Group Insurance,
Boston. Ile and his wife, Angela, reside
in Holbrook, Massachusetts.

Carrie Hallam married Ja~on
Heissler in June. She is an elementary
school teacher in McLean County unit
District 5. They reside in Normal.
~ Nelson-Brown is head volleyball coach, an instmctor in physical
education, and assistant track coach at
Illinois Wesleyan University.
John Murphy is single copy manager
for The PantagraJ>h. He was manied
in May and resides \vith his wife,
Linda, in Nonnal.
Troy Boothe is a customer service
representative for United Insurance.
He was married in May and lives with
his \vife, Julie, in Chicago.
Sarah Kenney married Keith Raber
in March 1996. She is employed by
Ottumwa Area Development Corp.
They reside in Ottumwa, Iowa.
Karen Peterson received her master's degree in physical therapy from
Duke University, North Carolina.
John Quindry, M.S. '96, is an exercise physiologist at St. John's Hospital
in Springfield,where he resides ,vith
his wife, Tiffany Smiley, whom he martied in July.

'95
Marla Kaufman married Gary Brady
in May 1996. She teaches in
Bloomington Disllict 87. They reside
in Normal.
Thomas Gualandi, a second lieutentant in the U.S. Marine Corps, gradualed in July from The Basic School at
Ma1ine CoqJs Combat Development
Command, Quantico, Virginia.
Candice Bennet, a li.S. 'lm~•semnan
recruit, completed basic training at
Recruit Training Command, Great
Lakes, lllinois.

Amy Custer and Jeremy Masters
'96 were married in June. Amy is an
underwriter for Goshen Fidelity, and
Jeremy is an electrical estimator for
William Masters, Inc. They reside in
Bloomington.
Jason Webster is assistant farm manager in the Pontiac 1\ational B:mk farm
department.
Melissa Hayek manied Michael Reid
in Ap1il. She is employed by Banker's
Life and Casualty in Virginia Beach,
Virginia, where she and her husband
reside.
LuAnne Smith marriedJeny Rapp.
She is employed by Dairy Queen,
Pontiac. They reside in Pontiac.
Julie Leuchtenberg mar1ied Joshua
Hardt. She is a substitute teacher. They
reside in Lexington.
Shellie Emmons, M.A., and Randy
Tate were married in April. 'They live in
Carol Stream.
Jennifer Sprague married Tony
Rhodes in April. She is employed by
Clinton Community School Dist1ict.
They reside in Clinton.
Amy Brenneman and Martin Hobbs
were manied in June. Amy is an
administrative assistant at PMI. Martin
is an ea11h science teacher and recycling coordinator for Ea~t Pe01ia
Community High School. They reside
in Goodfield.
Christine Wright is employed in the
compliance depa11ment at Kational
Futures Association, Chicago.
Joni Rogers is employed by Edward
Jones, Mmyhmd Heights, Missouri.
Tracy Jansma is employed in the
compliance depaitment at l\ational
Futures Association, Chicago.
Kevin Staubus and Angela Cross
'93 were manied in August. Kevin is a

loss control representative for
Westfield Companies Insurance. They
reside in Grand Rapids, Michigan.

'96
Dianne Brodess and Clay
lbompson were manied in August.
She is an office manager/administralive assistant for Chi Chi's Restaurant.
Clay attended Illinois State University,
where he studied graphic design. He is
a bass player for the rock band The
Spelunkers and a master control operator at WY'ZZ TV Fox 43. ·n1ey live in
Bloomington.
Cory Hartke is
a staff accountant \vith the
public accounting firm of
Dunbar,
Breitweiser &
Company, LLP,
Bloomington.
Staci
Groves
Cory Hartke
married David
Loyd in June. She is employed by First
Baptist Church Daycare and by Marine
Bank. They reside in Sp1ingfield.
Jerome Danko is employed by State
Farm Insurance, Bloomington. Ile and
his \vife, Christy, were married in July
and reside in Bloomington.
Mark Nafziger and Kari Shaffer
were married in May and reside in
Nonna!. She is a senior majo1ing in
business administration at Illinois State
lniversity.
Carla Eskew ,md Christopher
Erickson were married in May. Carla
is an intern on the copy desk of the
StateJouma/ Register, Springfield.
They reside in Springfield.

IN MEMORY
Alumni
Elvcrta (Marriott) Engelhardt '16,
Chenoa, August 15, 1996

Margaret (Young) Reynolds ·32, B.S.
'5 I, Colfa.x, July 8, 1996

Theodosia (~oonan) Sullivan '36,
Braidwood, June 9, I996

Harold Gaffney '46, Peru, July 14,

Edith (Ramsey) Mc~air '2 1, Grand
Rapids, Ohio, September 26,

Frances (Godfrey) Dickman '32,
urbana,June 11, 1996

Curtis Smith '37, Bellevillc, July 10,

Ronald Frymire '51 , M.S. '78,
Sarasota, Florida, August I6,

Doris (Coale) Hill '32, Carmi, April

Rosa Miller '37, B.S. '48, Long Point,
July 8, 1996

1996
Ansel Dickey '23, B.S. '32, M.A. '37,
Eureka, August 19, 1996
Violet Koerner '25, B.S. '29, M.A.
'38, Pontiac, September 13,

1996
Jeffrey Power '27, B.S. '28,
Saybrook, September 12, 1996
William Goodwin '28, B.S. '29, M.A.
'34, Galesburg, July 30, 1996

1996
Anna (Smith) Nuhn '32,
Indianapolis, Indiana, July I4,

1996
Blanche (Drisko) Widmar '32,
Depue, September 17, I 996
Mabel (Ackerman) Hicks ·33, B.S.
'50, Franklin, August 7, 1996
Ronald Lemme ·33, Thousand Oaks,
California, September 20, I996

1996

Lloyd Case '38, Alexandria, Virginia,
August 7, 1996

George Chiti ·56, Springfield, August

Dennis Harroun '77, lludson,July 7,

James Ormond Irwin '38. Quaker
llill, ~cw York, June 8, I996

Caroli~1 (Dobson) Yordy '58,
Flanagan, August 26, 1996

James Sherman '79, Bloomington,
July I6, 1996

Enza (Cornbec) Cameron '60,
GreenviUe, Delaware, Februa1y

Kristine Morgan '85, M.S. '88,
Bloomington, September I 7,

Mildred (Christensen) Eskilson ·35,
Ga1y, Indiana, July 16, 1995

Ruth Mackinson '39, Glendale,
Arizona,June 19, 1996

Wendell Sloneker '36, December 20,

Dorthea (Wolf) Gieske '39, M.A. '44,
Rochelle, September 19, 1996

Virginia (Kumler) Hanes '36,
Colorado Springs, Colorado, July

Louise (Berg) Strange '65, Clinton,
September 17, I 996

Marielle Leffers '38, Stua11, Florida,
July I2, 1996

Ruth (Kuhle) Ryan ·30,
Bloomington, September 16,

Bertha (Burgenerz) Vann '31, B.S.
'48, Litchfield, July 1995

1996

12, 1996
Barbara (Bruch) Lammie '65,
Fisher, June 22, 1996

Donald Kafer '65, M.S. '74, :-iormal,
July 23, 1996

Frances Irvine '38. Tonica,
September 23, 1996

1995

Frances (Buffat) Jonas ·52, M.A. '58,
Blue6eld, West Virginia, July 6,

Mary Booker, M.A. '64, Eureka, June

Fern (Moate) Hancock ·55, G1idley,
August 3 I, 1996

1-.'va Berg ·33, 11.S. '35, Kewanee

Avery Montgomery '31, B.S. '40,
Lincoln, June 15, 1996

1996

Gloria (Mount) Zimmerman '64,
Chenoa, September JO, 1996

Harriet (Cook) Morton '38, Portage,
Michigan

Virginia (Long) Leach ·29,
Bloomington, June 21, 1996

1996

1996

Virginia (Coulter) Vose '40, Pontiac,
August 3I, 1996

5, 1996

27, 1996

15, 1996
Donald Bayless '61, Las Cruces, New
Mexico, September 12, 1996

1996

1996
Linda (Wilson) Matheny, M.S. '86,
Bloomington, August 8, 1996

Mary (Groves) Stutzman '61,
~ormal, July 3, 1996
Irene (Hogan) Murray '63, Lincoln,
August 9, 1996

Faculty/Staff
Cecilia Bunney, director of University
Museum (retired) , Chenoa, July

18, 1996
Alice Burghart (retired),
Bloomington, July 17, 1996
Ferne Cox, residence halls (retired),
Meadows, Juli I0, 1996

Winter l99i

Raymond Esworthy, Accounting
(retired), Normal, May 26, I996
Alan Folkens, former director of
Center for Health Professions,
Burleson, Texas, September 9,

1996

Donald Frischmann, adjunct assistant professor, Bloomington, July

23, 1996
Mariam Gray, emeritus professor
of health and physical
education, 1icvada, Missouri,
October 23,1996

Eric Johnson, professor and vice
president (retired) , Tallahassee,
Florida,Junc 18, 1996

Stanley Marzolf, Distinguished
Professor (retired), \'annal,
August l, 1996

Leona May Johnson, placement
office (retired), Stillwater,
Oklahoma, September 16, 1996

Dorothy Papuga, residence halls
(retired), \'onnal, July 25, 1996
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From friendly competition to a
quest for millions of dollars
and viewers-intercollegiate
athletics is a whole new ballgame.
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